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The central cable office of the Wescompany In
tern Union Telegraph
New Turk has received a service message saying Chat the Valparaiso office closed at 11:30 o'clock tonight
eastern time. This is an unusual proceeding, but It Is not explained. Sunday night is the only night the wires
are closed at Valparaiso. None of the
private messages coming from Valpa-- ,
raiso. some of them responses to mes
sages or Inquiry as to the safety ot
relatives or friends, make mention ot
serious loss of life.
Buenos Ayres is still cut off from
Chile.
Valparaiso, the principal seaport "f
Chile. "Is a city of nearly 150.000 inhabitants and one of the largest in
South America.
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Banks of Rapidly Rising City Hagerman Tendered Enthusi- Union and Southern Pacific; "Nation Owes Existence to
More Crowded With De
astic Ovation at Every Stop
Stocks Go Ballooning Upon
What You Did in Heroic
posits Than Ever Before in
During Trip Through EastAnnouncement of Dividends
Days of Civil War," Says
Their History,
New
Mexico
ern Counties of
Which Floors the Traders.
Roosevelt,
An

.
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LEGATION HAS
NOT III KI A WOHII
Washington Aug. 17. Washington
is without advices tonight regarding
ihe earthquake in Chile. Neither the
state department nor the Chilean legation received any dispatches regarding the disaster.
The Chilean
minister is absent, and Sejior Don
Vegas,
Manuel J.
the charge, is mu:h
concerned over the earthquake.

Buenos. Ayres. Aug. 17. The newspapers tonight publish
telegrams
from Mendosa, which is an entry port
for the trade between Buenos Ayres
uní chile, with which ii communicated by the mountain passes of I'psal-lat- a
and Portillo, to the affect that
many houses in the Los All ies district
earthquake
were desctrnyed by the
Valparaiso and Other Cities and
that there have been a argp
number of casualties. The InterrupReported Demolished
by tion of all means of communication
with Chile causes much anxiety.
Terrific Shock, Which Trav- Many rumors of disaster are afloat.

erses Whole Continent.

-

.P.v.

SCENES THE PRESIDENT P0RT0RIC0ANÜ

DAILY GOVERNOR TO WILD
I
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HOME

M
Bank
Prominent
President Will Get Elaborate Reception Brokers in Mad Struggle to! Fortieth Encampment Adjourns
'
BRILLIANT PICTURE OF
Buy Present Spectacle Un
r rom
Says There Was Never Be
lerritorial bar at
to Meet in Saratoga QuesNATURAL CONDITIONS
Meeting at Cloudci oft Early
paralleled Since Northern
fore So Much Ready Money
tion of Canteen Is Laid on
in the Coast Metropolis,
Next Week,
Pacific Rush of 1901,
the Table.
Former Delegate Describes in
His Most Happy Vein ti)ff
New Fork, Aug 17. Amid seen,..,
San Francisco, Aug. 17. with mo- Special to the Morning Join nal.
Minneapolis. Minn., Aug 17. The
ney pouring in at the rate of a million
Cloudcroft, N. M., Aug. 17. Gov- of frantic trading on the stock
Army of the Republic completGrand
Wonders and Curious Incdollars a day. from Insurance alone, ernor Hagerman will reach Santa KV change, Union Pacific
stock ed lis fortieth encampment late tod)
the banks of this city are more next Friday, August 24th, uftera trip rushed upward J7
points a sh nc and adjourned to meet in Saratoga.
idents in Newest Territory,
and that of Southern Pacific
of about two weeks, during which h
!

ONE REPORT SAYS THAT

LS IN Rl INS
VALPARAISO
London. Aug. 17. Sonic London
In ins trading with Valparaiso have received telegrams from agents there.
One to James Alexander Brown says:
COMMUNICATION IS
"Severe earthquake, commerce paralyzed; town afire; staff safe.''
ENTIRELY CUT OFF
Other dispatches give no details ami
merely record the safety of their
and staff.
A Hamburg tirm is illegal to have
lecelved a dispatch Stating that nuOminous Silence From South merous towns in Chile had been Val- y
or totally destroyed; that
paraiso had been practically demolishAmerica Indicates Seismic ed,
that many shops had been lost
that over a hundred persons nad
Disturbance Spread Death and
inbeen killed and many hundreds
jured. Tills dispatch, however, Is not
and Destruction.
well authenticated.

i
clouded nitli deposits that) ever In
Y.. In 19(17.
has covered almost all of eastern New points today after an announcerae.it V The
their history.
after an exciting
of
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in
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far
what
tht debate encampment
Illy .lodge Iternaitl S. itodcy.)
Comparatively little Is being drawn, Mexico along the lines of the Rock traders had any
decided that a protest agalUSt
to expect. Xh
reason
and after all local demands are met Island and Kl Paso and Southwestern result was thai a large
Note. This Is the first Installment
the erection of a statue to Henr Wiry.
o'
number
wilh loans there is
small surplus railroads.
The governor
has beet. traders who had sold the stock slim
Should be sent to General 8. D. Lec, of an article descriptive of the people;
which seeks an outlet.
stopping at Cloudcroft since Wednesuffered sharp toasfa, and. according commander of the Southern Veterans' and conditions in the island of Port
"We had to send another half milassociation. This action was decided RICO, written by Judge Hodey st Hie
lo an estimate reponed by the livenlion east today." said President Will sday and tomorrow morning he leaves ing Posl,
request Of the Morning Journal.
l!
a pool in Union Pacific stock upon only afler a long debate which
for
the
Ifescalera
res-- ,
Apache
Indian
Crocker, of the Crocker-Woo- l
worth
realised profits amounting to HMOtf,- -' at limes became active and acrimoni- is done in the former delegates muSl
bank. "1 never knew such a plethora creation, expecting to go from the ion
attractive style, and Is a brilliant picand a similar pool in Southern Pa- ous.
igcnoy tor a hunting trip on the
of ready money as exists In the city Ruidoso,
A disposition to deprécale Ihe aOtlOO
ture of this fabulously rich Island,
cific
$iu, mm. nun.
Notwithstanding
He
iil return to Cloud
now. We are refusing no applicants
of congress, in abolishing the canteen about which so much has been said
ft 'l',u.l.. . to attend the meeting the meeting ,,r the executive commit-i
for loans here, and we
and
written and about which so lir
art i
from Ihe old soldiers' homes was laid
01 ine .ew Mexico
tiui' association l'es of the Union Pacific ami South..i, ,. i,
,,o o.
He is known.
iw v... v..
no itiitM ,l which
After reading Judge
luin,
"line
ern Pacific toads In this city yestcr-- ' upon the table for debate.
occupy
will
until
him
ThursInterest are low. There it just no,w day when he will leave for
Just prior to the final adjournment. Kndey's letter one may be able to disday. the bulk Of Ihe brokers were toFe.
Santa
cuss Porto Rico
a demand for money to move the crops Attorney General Meld and a
Porto Rlcans
oartv tally unprepared for the announce. Ihe new commander in chief. K. B. with authority, so and
of the state, and we are responding oí menos win accompany
clearly are all congov in- -' ment of dividends which was ma la Brown, of Banesvllle, QhiO, announced ditions
tiie
portrayed. The concluding Into this with the usual credit, but Still or on his hunting trio.
the following staff appointments;
public soon after the opening of
SANTIAGO IS ALSO
there is more money offered than we
Adjutant General, Joseph W, O'Neal stallment will appear in the Mornim;
The trip thus far has been a pleasmarket. .The dividends were:
COMPLETELY CUT OFF wish to carry."
tomorrow, Sunday, mornliUT-Journal
ant and a very Interesting one for
Union PEClflC preferred i per een; of Ohio.
London, Aug. 17, A dispatch to
Palmer,
of
Humbpldl
Cashier
the
iiu;governor
(.'hurles
P. It
Quartermaster
San
the
Juan,
General,
his
Aug. S. 1 have
party.
They
and
left
common 5 per cent semiTelegram company from Bue- Savings bank, said:
FELT IN WASHINGTON
Dawson over the El Paso ft South-- : annual! Southern Pacific comnhm 2 'j rows. of New Jersey.
had
information
nos Ayres this evening says;
home that
from
"The Insurance ompanles have been western Monday morning, making a per cent
Assistant Quartermaster General, J. people were expecting me to wriu a
with
"Telegraph communication
Unten Pacific
AND BRITISH COLUMBIA
mil a million dollars a day for short atOD at Hoy where the governor common,
H.
Philadelphia.
of
Halcoinb.
par
paid
chile is still Interrupted and Santiago paying
heretofore
the past two months .uid the circula- met a large number of people. Mon- - cent, and todays dividendthree
of descriptive letter of the Island of Por
Chief of Staff, 3. V, Wlnanes,
and Valparaiso are completely cut tion
was l!v
of such a sum Is enough to make day afternoon the party reached Tu- to Rico, This is u pretty rambling and
Ohio.
off.
first
ever
on
declared
PaciSouthern
Bumcan, wnere an enthusiastic re- fic common.
disconnected one, hut 1 have not time
When tin- encampment was call
"The Pacific lines are only working money plenty."
ception was tendered t Ii executive.
to prepare it carefully. As Informal! m
to order this morning the first quesIt s cerfrom Iquique northward.
were
swept
Brokers
a
Into
mad
The governor made a brief address struggle to buy
Is the thing it is Intended to imparl,
Wild Rumors Afloat of Burning tain a number of houses have been
tion up for settlement was the sele
two
the
stocks
with
and after the reception was taken for In a mínate
lion of the place for holding the net 1 will risk it for that purpose,
wrecked at Los Andes."
after
the
announcement
a drive about the country.
He e- Porto Kico Is surely tropical,
encampment.
Los Andes, known as Andes and
Cities, Paralyzed Commerce
invitation of Sara
pressed the greatest surpr ise and was circulated; and the excited seeiu s loga. New York,The
and vegetation. Kvery inch nt
was presented yesterSanta llosa de Los Andes, Is a '.own
which ensued hud hardly been cxcecii-Opleasure
rapid
of
at
development
the
Chile, province of Aconcagua, and
and Hundreds of Dead and of
Since the great struggle to control day and that of Cincinnati was maje ground is covered with grass, plains,
I
part
this
of
New
since
Mexico
his
last
seventy miles by rali from San Feilpe
us the meeting was called lo shrubs, (lowers, fruits, trees, feros.
Northern Pacific live years-ago- .
The as soon today.
visit some years ago, noticing espe
dc Aconcagua, capital of the province
order
The vole proceeded mosses and verdure that you war
Injured.
hprts
bdth
Paolftcs
were
surprised
cially
the
Springing
farms
which
Bri
forty
is
of Aconcagua.
San Felipe
smoothly enough until (the name of saw before. Krosts are unknown on
unprepared
and
up
for
sides,
the
grfcin
on
upward
as
all
rush
looking
the
with
Santiago,
which
miles north of
Kansas was called. Captain P. H ('- - the Island, although hailstones at nn
rich and hqbithy as any produced in U linii tolloweil. and led Ihe S"ramb
tne Kansas delegation, oat iqtcrvals come down In the mountain,
Whal appears to be positive confir- it is connected by rail.
the great grain growing states further to cover. Within half an hour áftpr1 ,M.Vy
the announcement t'ntoii Pacific, ha.l us enure imiy vines tor i lucilina, I. Healing sieves are not on the Hsi
east.
mation of
rumora of the de- FEARED LOS ANDES
Tuesday morning the company ar- bounded up more than 8 'Points and The votes were promptly Questions I, manufacturers or Importations, auJ
struction i r properly anil lorn of life
is ENTIRE Y DESTROYED
air!
at Sania Rusa, where a ahort Southern Pacific nearly 7. Feverish on the ground that tin- Kansan did nal were it not for cooking, light
rived
upon
consequent
the earthquake
Buenos Ayres. Aug. 17. til p. Rl.)
was made and the governor met activity prevailed in the two stocks have any such number of delegates u power, fire might be disposed wiih T
slop
wear
is
In the absence of telegraphic comclothes
all
to
shocks In the vicinity of Valparaiso Is
at
un I
A
long
sweat
hall.
the
debate
ensued,
which
many of the prominent citizens of through the session. With various halts
governor in the upward movement when trad was ended by the ruling of the Com Sttffer, however, light they are No
contained in an Associated Press dis- munication beyond Pucnto del Inca II
Ouadalnpe county.
The
reached Alamogordo Tuesday evening, ers soiit o realize propis. Kxcept lori mandar In chief that Kansas could wonder the small Children go nakci
patch! leeched early today (Saturday) has been Impossible Up lo this hour to
obtain. accurate details of the destrucwhere he was guest of honor at an- these halts the upward movement In vote only as many men us were actual- HSvery tree and shrub bears a frail
from Galveston, Texas.
In
Chile. Th"
tion by the earthquake
other enthusiastic reception, held In Union Pacific, continued throughout ly present. The number happened to 01 a llower. There are no wild am
'I'llc cable office 111 What city com- - managers of the telegraph companies
the (itero county court house. Spend-lin- g the day almost to the close of the be something less than twenty. T ic mats, The country is too densely popm up ira ting direct with Valparaiso, here state that nothing
is coming
ulated to permit of there being aft,'
the night in Alamogordo the gov market, when
was a slight reces-- ! final vote showed 161 for Saratoga an
learned that Valparaiso was in tur- through. Press reports purporting to
but It Is said that theip were n,,,,
ernor and his party left ear ly Wednes- sion on profit there
taking. Southern P.i- - 17( for ( 'luciruia tl.
moll, and buildings are wrecked, with conic from Chile are purely Imaginday
morning
from the first. House cats are numerfor Cloudcroft. where cllic's advance, however, was halted
A delegate from Wisconsin attemptCHELSEA INSTITUTION
lie belief that a great loss or life hid ary.
London and New York are
gov-rnous:
thee
while
the
been
have
since
rats are legion, In spite of the
early
occurred.
held. Union Pacific's ex- ed to bring up fin- canteen question, mongoose,
seeking for news from the afbeen making a careful treme and
whose principal duty is
bul was squelched siimnui rily, and the
was
frrfm
181
The Importance r this dispatch is fected district.
RUINED BY LOANS study of has
advance
to
lije operations of Ihe Alamo-- !
whole question laid on the table ..t kill them off. The rat and th iinin- t
4
79
Ihtat it gives the first news that the
Southern
and
Pacific's
from
Official's of the Pacific railway
gordo Lumbar company, and looking
goose are both Importations, the f,,,-- I
on, la,
shocks continued on Friday. Thin InIt is their belief that the damover certain lands In connection ii 8 to 89. I'fiion Paclflo close,
a. Ketch am of Indianapolis, mer as a stowaway and tin- latter l
William
formation la confirmed ly a report age at Valparaiso is not nearly so seX7 lH
and
Pacific
Southern
al
with
the question of selling cerj
but his welcome haw worn out
from Baldwin, Kan., that the seismo- rious as has been stated, but they Sylvester Hinckley Owes First tain
total sales of Union Pacific were then presented a minority report from request,
timber lands held for school The
The entire coast of the Island grow
th,- committees on
graph in the government observa tot y express fear that the town of Los Anwhich
resolutions
i!47,iuo
of
shares
and
those
Southern
question
the
also
Mr. Rat likes the
I here recorded
flgd been silent un the. question of the ccoatiut trees.
a shock at 7:2 o'clock des lias been destroyed.
National Bank Half a Mill- of placing and
these lands under the Pacific 4 si. 00.
units and he shins up the lall tieFriday morning,
proposed stain,.- to Wirz.
He mnv "I
regulations.
forestry
prolecllon
of
Early advices repostad shock not lU SINKSS REPORTED
Ml Quiet at Brownsville.
that an address should be sent to Gen- and Uves In the branches beside hi
ion and Receiver Is AppointThis has occupied all of Governor
Recently some native plant a
later than midnight Thursday.
Mr. Ketcham spoke fond.
Washington.
Aug.
17. General eral s. I). Lee,
SISPFNDED IN VALPARAISO
when
tonight,
Hugerman's
time
until
Except for a few private messages
for thirty minutes in support of lil- have put an obstruction In Mr. Ra: s
by Comptroller,
ed
New York. Aug. 17. A private cato take Alnsworth. the military secretary rehis
he
Intention
announced
way
up the cocouuut tree,"
Ills
in
received early today reporting ail ble dispatch to W. It. (Jrace & Co..
the hunting trip on the Ruidoso. The ceived a telegram today from General ilí, lion, and B.was followed by Past- by putting course
h
a
piece of tin neatearthquake in Chile and d&mage to from Valparaiso, received by way of
IteCaskey. commanding the denart- - Commander
Torrance, of Minncinis an enthusiastic sportsgovernor
buildings In Valparaiso, no dlrec! Lima. Peru, says that the earthquake
ment of Texas, stating that everything "lis, who declared Unit Ihe Grand A,-- ly around the tree about fifteen fe
7.
In the sadAug.
Mass.,
Following
Chelsea,
thoroughly
man,
at
home
news from Chile has as yet been re- In Valparaiso was severe and that
the ground. Mr. Rat crawls up
the information given by Bank Hxain-Ine- r dle and most of the trio will be made was quiet at Brownsville and rhat a my. should not. in his opinion, tuke from
ceived.
tree to the tin and Is stopped, ,s
business in the city has been totally
Ewer to the comptroller at Wash- on horseback, leading the party into full report of the recent disturbances official cognizance of the matter a; the
suspended.
dispatch
The
further ington, that the failure of the Flr-;- t some of the most beautiful scenery In had been sent-bmail to the war de- ihis time. Moth speakers were loudly he can't crawl up the smooth till.
OMINGI S SII,KN( i: FROM
& Co.'s buildings In National bank of Chelsea, the doors of New Mexico.
cheered, as others who spoke on the When all the trees are tinned the nuts
Grace
stated
partment.
that
(W
8CBXK
PI8ABTER Valparaiso were badly damaged but
question. Commander in Chief Tan will be free from the rat's depredaare being
preparations
elaborate
was
night,
were
last
due
which
closed
ü.
Washington.
The other day I wu over a'
C. Aug. 17.
Colorado Forest Reserve.
that none of the occupants were
at Cloudcroft for Ihe meeting of
lier, who had urged in his report til ,1 tions.
made
to
to
at.d
made
excessive
officers
loans
The early reports coming; from difWashington, Aug. 17 The secretary a protest should be made against the Mayaguas when- the agricultural Exthe New Mexico Rar association at
bank,
it
became
of
directors
the
points
periment
ferent
stated that the earthAs ft
station is located.
which time the governor will be the of the IntjKTOr today ordered the with- StatttO, Rave up the chair to make an
known today that the principal factor guest
quake had resulted in great loss of VALPARAISO OFFICE CLOSED
of honor. The attendance will drawal (wm all forms of entry ,,f Impassioned appeal from the floor In were driven pust a corn field we nosuspension
the bank was a
in
of
the
life ami widespread damage to propIn
standing
7
UNTIL
,r(29.92Sy!cres of land in south western support of the minority report of Mr ticed
the middle ol ir i
THIS MORNING
and good accommodalarge Indebtedness on the part of Us be quite large
erty. Up to 11 o'clock tonight, howan Ideal climate will go far Co lor Ami for the proposed San Mlguei Ketcham, w hich was in line with thn lone sllni cocouuut tree of extraordiand
tions
17.
Aug.
11:10
At
New
York.
R.
Hinckley.
Thll
president,
Sylvester
ever, there had been nothing to con- o lock the centra cable offices of the
to make the meeting successful.
forest preserve. The Had Is located in suggestion made In his report. The nary height. Our host lold us a slo'l
indebtedness is unofficially estimate
firm these reports.
a at
Miguel and Dolores counties an I debate grew ver warm and a few per- ubotit It. That a few days before he
company
Union
received
Sail
Western
$500,000.
to
but
$300.000
from
The Associated Press correspondent service message stating:
wanted to get the nuts frum II. and
the
"Xhat
pail of ihe San Miguel pla- sonalities were indulged In.
Indoles
today
f
by
It
statements
directors
made
is
Kuril,
fearis Ayres cables that
at
office is closed until 7 the bank indicate that
tea and mountii ins and is. about thir- The minority report was adopted by got the usual QUtplcker, tluit Is a sma'l
Presldenl
ed the town of Lob Andes, hi the Valparaiso
I ft. K
tomorrow morning." No reaa vivacious
II HI f-t- II HI ivlx mllcs from Telluride.
vote ami apparently by a negro boy to shin up Ihe Stein aft
province of Aconcagua, lias been de- o'clock
has transferred to the Instison Is given for this and neither this Hinckley
large majority. The resolutions were the nuts, at which those children
e
In
esta
large
equity
real
stroyed. At the same time lie points or
his
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I"p shinned the pick
any message received by the com- holdings, which, it was expected,
it reworks Ksctorj Explodes, s passed asking the secretary of war lo very expert.
- - s- - asar m
sbm
out that Buenos Avies has no direct pany
like a squirrel, until he got lie ir
Rio Janeiro. Aug. 17 - A Habla
throws any more definite light would provide for the payment in lull
purchase (he ground on which monucommunication with the disturbed Upon the
the branches at the lop, Then four
factory exploded yesterday ano ments have been erected on the
sltuution In Chile,
district.
of all depositors. President Hinckley
twenty-on- e
men were killed.
Ma;l
of Hull Hun. and asking thai disturbed, surprised and scared re,
111 at his home In
No official Information has reachto
fatally
Is
be
said
PLAINLY
IU',COHIfc;l
ofhSrS were wounded.
statistics as accurate as possible of rile started to nil, down, but slopped Jul'
ed Washington from Chile and while Ql AKi:
I
IX ii !
si i COLUMBIA Newton.
what to do; tS
mortality in southern prisons be Issued above him, hesitating
positive information Is lacking. New
today indicated that
hoy was equally scar,-,and scream"
Victoria. R. C. Aug 17. The Va- Mr.Developments
by
government.
MEXICAN
LABORERS
the
York officials of cable companies
In
SXtensiv
Hinckley was Involved
in terror, which causad the four rodIn
During
day
Chief
h iving connections In South America lparaiso earthquake was recorded by real estate
the
Commander
from which
ents to Jump like flying squirrels out
tonight express the opinion that the the seismograph at Victoria. This af- he expected transactions
CAN'T BE ADMITTED Tanner sent to Presiden) Roosevelt
to realise splendid prothe officer
and down into the cornfield, where the
of
him
n.
the
first reports of the earthquake were ternoon. K. Baynes Heed, metereologi-eafact
the
thai
him-self.
as
well
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for
for
the
fits
bank
In charge of the Victoria
l
exaggerated.
cainpineut was in session. To this :h' stalks broke their full und saved Iheui.
station, obtained the record of the
they scampering away on resulting tlvi
All cables reaching New York from
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. The following reply was made by the pre-- r
failure of his plans In coime"-- !
ground. Tin- nuts were all empty.
Chile and Valparaiso early tonight shock, which while not so severe as tionThewith
to Commander Tanner:
dent
important
question
Imdlssairespecting
Illness,
well
as
the
as
his
is not a snake on the Island,
were evidently much delayed, accord- at San Francisco, was prolonged 'sfactlon on the part of at least one of
1YIH,
limón nn jinn leiegrniii. so There
portation of labor from Mexico into
It Is said.
The mongoose killed
ing to rhe statements of these offi- There Is the question of distance to the directors with the nature of some
ou 1 extend to the Gr.r !j
Through
in
be
consideration
into
Ihe I'nlted States for work on railtaken
makinii
cials, who are themselves unable to
Army of the Republic my heartiest them. An Irish friend of mine veq- t lie papers placed with the bank as
of
part
comparison.
in
Which
would
tht
road construction In Texas has been greetings, not merely personal but of- tared the suggestion that when St
gel any information bearing on the
situation other than the fuel that an would Indicate the difference In the collateral accounts for the closing oi
by the department of Jus-t- n ficial In behalf of all people of tins Patrick weni to Ireland he had I fas
determined
along. Mr. Moiifiioe has
earthquake has occurred; that the (severity of the shocks as recorded the bank.
ALIVE
a
existence is owing to "mongeese"
ENTOMBED
of the department, nation whose
MINERS
the
Instance
at
From the local record the
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here.
also u penchatii for bird's oggs and
disturbance
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you
your
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what
and
comrades
of commerce and labor. The question
recent earthquake occurred temporary receiver by the eomptfotl
young birds, hence the beautiful ami
graphic apparatus and Interfered with most
IN VIRGINIA TUNNEL was
whether men employed as la- the heroic day.--, of the civil war.
about 4:10 yesterday afternoon ano
Director Martin, who was said to
paradise foliage of the entlje Islund Is
communication.
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s
construcon
ordinary
railway
that
borers
Investigation
o'clock. lie responsible for the
time until
not full of songsters as one would exThere Is much anxiety among those lasted from
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4:45,
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heaviest
The
at
felt
today
shock
which closed the bank, said
thai'
pect It Is a Jungle without Its natuJ
who have friends and relatives in
i
meaning of the law. The depart
when the swing of the h.tom "f the he had discovered things which led
Chile. The cable companies w ith newsral music.
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seismograph
ten
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about
seInvestigation.
to
an
every
papers are making
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make
The Island, which Is about 100 mil s
San Francisco, Aug. 17
With a'
.rendered by Acting Attorney Genera,
ers. The next bad shock was at 5:4,
As a result of it he obtained from
cure information.
ic Efforts
to 'Charles H. Hobb, has decided that ihe coolness and .nonchalance that amazed' long from east to west and about thirty-fRushing F
tills, like the oilier one, Wis pro- President Hinckley the title for the
It is pointed ou I that the entire ab- anil
miles wide from north to south,
'men are "unskilled'' laborers and that! IBS police, rred Peterson. William ive
sence of any word from official longed
Otion II, i ei litio
miair by 10 innlike a lot of hills or mountu'ii
rados Before therefore they cannot under the law Meurs, Waller Wcstwood und Frank looks
Rescue
sources In Valparaiso and other points
Brighton
Hlnckheld
Rackbay
and
be .admitted Into the country under j McAulhtc, youths still in their teens, peaks sticking up out of the ocean.
Heaviest Since 'Irl-cin Chile may he taken as Indicating
ley. When pressed for a statement as
I and of TroptC
Wonders.
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confessed they were the quartette thai
contract.
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Washington.
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today
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ports of life aim extent of
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,
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and
around
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from the decision of the hoard of spu-- culmina K'd In the killing of Fred Muí-The reports received from various earthquake bulletin: "A very heavy he did not consider genuine comme'
lincaux, on the Ocean Boulevard iut' where the sireums deboucha to the
quarters of the globe regarding the distant t'urlhqiiukc was recorded Mil clal paper wus being handled Wh m
Ilrlsto 3& Aug. J7. Klfty me", clnl Inquiry at Kl Casotow hich In Juilí
y
Mexicans on Sunday night. Peterson, who Is but' ooean Heneo there are no
Valparaiso disaster have varied great- the seismograph at the Leather bu- asked If this paper was signed by fic- are entalive In the Clinch had denied admission
railroads, and, In my opinion, there
Hie ground that they were contra't seventeen years of age. admitted that
:;
l
ly, some going so far as lo compare rea n In Washington yesterday aftera..
linchport,
ai
mount
tunnel
ticious names, Mr. Martin said:
be, In a commercial sense
which occurred of labor. An appeal was taken by T. he fired the shot which killed Mutll-- ! never will
the havoc wrought to that of Ihe San noon, beginning five minutes ind
"There are some papers there that a re 1 ,'." Isa cave-I- n
when the hitter resisted the There Is a railroad around the
with details twenty-tw- o
Francisco catastrophe
not known whether tla B. Hint and Gcmgc H. Mosher In the lioaux.
de m ii
seconds past 7 p. m . sev- - are very doubtful."
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that almost completes the otrn'e
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much the same. It is said that the. enty-flft- h
dead or alive, bul the work case this year, all well known cuitrac-- I robbery. Wcstwood, the acknowleda-- 1
meridian time. Complete
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city, at first shaken by the earthf
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Is not a) all times completely
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added, however, that the dlspalch Is the great Chilean earthquake August; saying that a three-cen- t
rue It looks odd to see tobacco
fore he came to this country. With ployed in the I'nlted tales, laborereof! public construction work and that plat)
not well authenticated.
Thk Is true 18 ami Is the heaviest recorded In-, nil made by the Standard oil, company
tat lona situated a an angle of for
men heretofore so admitted must jif
will have the effect ol si, nine one-- -, Miss l.ydla Thompson, In the fifties. ibis class could he Imported Into Hi
ot M dispatches snd rumors whlrb- Washington since the Han Krsnels.- utlons
O five to llfry degrees on th
l ulled states under contract.
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tain side, and there are hundred of
them. There are more than twenty
kinds of fruit on the Island that th

So many persons bave weak bair,
lifeless hair, bair that falls out, splits
at the ends, keeps rough and uneven.
Such hair needs help. The roots
Ayer's Hair Vigor. The hair becomes
need feeding with a food
srronuer. stows faster, stoos falling out. keeps soft and smooth. Just feed
J.C Ayo Co.,
your hair and you will be satisfied wiin it.
1

Hair Help

average American never heard of n
hia life, not even In books or from
hearsay, and some of them are m wt
delirious. There la a blr tree th.it
bears a large gourd that la at big ns
and exactly like a watermelon In appearance. When you see It for the feral
time you use an ejaculation In Italic
civiliThere are a half dozen or more varie- who are In feature, manner andCauca-alan
from other
ties of bananas, from the dinkiest lit- sation no different
OPENING OF
any
part of the world. F
races In
tle lady Auger ones to the frlant nea.-land Indian mixtures also
foot long. A banana plantation look The Spanish
manly looking
in some very
like nature run wild, with the stem result
Strange
aa big as trees and the leaves from men and handsome women.
It may seem In a lazy, tropical
to fifteen feet long. Oranges, le- as
NEW
such as this Is. there are
mons, plantains, etc.. in nil sorts of va- country,
fat people, in the sense which we
rieties, grow In ubunilance. Tens of no
It.
There
in the southwest understand
thousands of aeres are in sugar cnr.f. ire a good many reasonably stout
which looks l'ke fields of Kansas rom people, but practically no Heavy otiea
Torn alio grows and It cultivated Co- Of the de. Idedly fleshy kind.
nsiderably, but it is not of the stroti?,
The MrfT'lrr- -l fflumata,
dark-- i
Kansas variety. CofT .
There Is a species of tree ail over
although it got a tremendous scthu'-the Island, often' used for shade trees
by the hurricane of lg9, is grown In ilong the roads, that is a sort of Acaconsiderable qj mtity. and the great cia, known locally as the Flamboyil. M look; like choke
cherry grove ant tree, it looks aa If one of our Invitations Out for Elaborate
growing in the forest. Coffee here
largest and mns! beautiful cotton-wooalways planted with tull yhade trees, it
was suddenly flowered all over
Event, Which Will Celebrate
needs the shade. Tobáceo, nelt to su- with the deepest cardinal red gerantrees,
see
gar, la now the principal crop. Til iums. To
these be tutlful
the Completion of the Buildtobacco trust controls the Industry. It and there are miles of them, throws
grows best In the sheltered centra! the finest sunset of New Mexico into
ing.
I never saw anything
mountain valleys, and up the itexp (he shade.
edge
rtii'y t th SUmmJtSt The tobacco dry more beautiful, on tin western
Irrigation Is prac- lngsheds form almost continuous of the Island where sees
Invitations have been received in
some feature.
Heed,
actually
one
villages.
abTlccahs.
to the formal opening
rionataln
of the
of Arlsona, Judging from the variety Albuquerque
of birds am! animals, save i f
of tlio new club house of the Helen
cocoanut
found.
The
to
be
of
cacti
Atory birds, there Is no hunting lo
club which will occur
palms like I.ornb.u ly poplars in othe. Commercial
S
ildui. A few hawks, a few blai-town on the twenty- In the cut-of- f
heads
in
countries,
their
raise
till
I'iiiLfT and a few sorigsiers, arc aboo
or next Friday
places along the coast. fourth of this month, one
thousands
of
of the best
.iM.ne sees, except the marine lilrd They do not grow in the interior ns night. The club is
and aside
r.ar the coast, and they are few for a they must have the salt air for their equipped In New Mexico Commercial
trf1 pical country. There are some fls.i nourishment.
of the
The Royal palm. Which from In the rooms
xA the bays
Commer-ria- l
Vegas
Las
the
and
and Inlets and in the Is positively the most beautiful tree club
club of this city, it is without
Vintaln streams, but fishing is not extint. anil which
is of the cocoanut
The affair
di-Indulged In. Most of the streams family, without the cocoanuts, grows equal In the territory.
'
comparatively small and in some In many places and Is used for divid- will be an elaborate one, andThedancing-com- cases, like ours In the southwest, dis- ing lines and for park effects. There will follow the reception.
appear in the sand for miles. It may is a tree that grows in the higher val- mittecs in charge are as follows:
Arrangements.
William M. Merger,
Mem anomalous that on the norm leys ami other places on the Island
11. Emory
Davis, l.
side of the Island the cUflMta Is qdlti known as the Ceiba trer. It Is a hard Charlea Retaken,Hugo
Mueller.
damp and the rainfall plentiful, wht'c wood tree. The curious tiling about C. Becker, and
Reception, John Becker, B. Emin
mi me s'uin
sine ii is consmerao'y it is Its spread of branch, whichway
ory Davis, Jone E. Chaves, Paul R.
elrler and the rainfall
not so great. some rases is Immense, and the
afoatle Ktgney, II. E. Byera,
The rainull Is also erratic in that ' the roots buttress the main stem. Dalies, Scholle.
William D. Hade liffc.
certain little section! It will be plenti- Some of these trees are three and- Fred
Fred A. Becker, William M. Berger,
ful, while they wait for months with- four feet through at the bottom al- and
A.
O.
Benkendorf.
ihough not so very high, and the butout any Just over the hills.
Finance. Jose E. Chavez. Fred
tresses run right out from the stem, Bchoile,
Irrigation in i w.
H.
Emory Davis, L. C. BeckI wa.s astonished to see sugar cam making It look a? though a carpenter
er and William M. Bergcr.
fields n the south side of the Island had put huge wooden brace brackets
John Becker, Jr., William
Irrigated almost as much as irrigatl jii ill around the stem of the dec at the K. Floor.
be Brun. Adolph Becker, F. U.
A species of wild cherry tree
Is practiced In the
southwest, air! ground.
Flecker and L c. Zwefager.
every stream being used to furnish the is used In places as a shade tree along
the
a
called
tree
tall
mads,
and
the
water. Rice is a considerable crop In
Jobo is also very common. It looks SANTA FE wTlTHAVE
the higher mountains, but the vari
like a New England ash. although
ild not to be very' good. The
TO REBUILD SOUTH END
d
The mango
only moderate In size
is said to be as thickly populated
a fruit which is seldom
produces
tree
aa Belgium, and I believe this Is trj
in the stales, but which grows as
because over the scores of miles i seen
Anthony, N. M.. Aug. 17. It seems
luxuriously here as anides In Massn- splendid ronds that I have travailed, Í husetts. There
are some trees with almost a certainty now that the San'u
seldom, If ever, got out of sight of a leaves so immense as to attract the Fc will have to change its whole road
all tck ,,r a human being. Ox carts arc
attention Of every visitor. I have not bed between Anthony and Courcln su ,
the principal Inland mod of transpor- had time vet to learn all their names, Civil engineers who have been hOi'e
tation Sugar plantations have
tt
In every large city the fortifications, have Unlahed their surveys and sent
railroads or tramways for transporting the churches and the plaza are the in their estimates, and It remains only
their cane, and some of them own a principal features. The plaza Is us- u matter of which will cost more, ti
few miles of real good railroad ami ually covered with cement. The band leave it where it now is and everlastequipment The sugar factories of plays there several times a
ingly light the Rio Grande, or to move
"centrals." as they are called, are
are arranged around the out- - it on to the foot hills.
r edfe In rows and those who care to
as mining plants in a mining country, and there are about if spend the 'it 'in'- - may sit and listen
Albuquerque Bowling Alleys.
many abandoned ones around through to the music The entire population
Entc.r the competitive high score
'r
classes
lower
and
the
middle
the mountains. The older ones are of
contest. Prizes awarded August 20th
being replaced by modern plants fn their beat bibs and tuckers promenade t nlKnest roiors.
III . ' IOMS VI loiinn ,,,,,
nearly every instance. Sugar cane
inVlUt! Ul
Without cpiest'on at present the great- the time the band plays. All persons
For proii.pt and courteous treatment
of the (lasses mentioned do so and nnd flic very choicest of meats you will
est Industry and most profitable on
It
on the Islund. Fortunes are made in a once In a while the richer classes.
no mistake by calling on land
year, and in former years were lost la interesting to lake a tour with them make
listen to bUetnworti 112 North Third street, or
with equal facility. Several of the or to sit In these hairs and
telephoning your order in.
biggest suits pending in the court I the music and watch the people pass.
will
notice
one
thing
that
A
curious
presidí over Involve this sort of
NATIVE WATERMELONS M ACall over the Island In negro men and
tatc.
even women, Is the absence of upper ANTEED TO BE RIPE VI M
CuriOlM Mixture of llares.
This makes them look LO VS.
teeth.
front
There Is no "race suicide." It look- -'
hideous, and is said to ocas iliough sixty per rent of the popu- somewhat
BASEBALL
from Infancy their
cur
because
lation ware children under ten yea: nioulhs have been used ns a sort of
age.
of
The extremely old people are human sugar mill.
They bite the
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
few. The rare is the greatest mixtun cane for Its saccharine contents until
At Pittsburg
R. H. B,
I ever saw.
It consists of a few Kuro- - they finally wear away the teeth and Pittsburg
4 10
a
paani of all nations, a good many the" slumps drop out. The oxen, used Boaton
2
1
thousands of pure, very handsome, ao much as beasts Of burden in
Batteries Phillip! anil (iibson Lta- B pan latí people,
who seem
along the macadamise
to huve freighting
and Ncedham.
whai I would rail "Irish faces," an! roads with the huge carts that arc daman
Ii. H E
th" balance consisting of several hun used, are all about the olor of the St. Al St. Louis
4
9 R
palest Jersey cow. only Immensely NewLouis
dreds or thousands, ranging from
1
6
6
York
larger, and have huge heads, horns
mixture of Spanish ami Indian Into
Batteries Rhodea and Marshall;
mixture of Spanish and negro. In dif- and necks that make them look a Ames,
wntsc and Bresnahan.
ieren) shades of color and frlzzllllness good deal like the African Zebu. The
At Chicago
It. H. Ei
of hair, lo the Jet black, unadulterated yoke used is not the piece of woo l Chicago
5
as It
etlloplan, of which latter there jr over the necks Of the animals someA
C
2
Brooklyn
many thousands. Kverybody speaks Is In New England, but It is a
Redttlbach, overall and
Bktterli
span ISA, no matter what his color, what different shaped piece of wood
with Kling; Scai Ion and Hitter.
MM
or previous condition. The cli- tied t i the horns ofII.the animals,
H. H. E
At Cincinnati
While ii hold
mate make- - everybody more or let a cu: hlon beneath oxen
2
7
perfectly still Cincinnati
ads of the
sallow or pale, There Is not n rosy the
4 12
prevents them from gettlttfe Philadelphia
beaked girl on the Island, and if they and 0 ' ins
Batteries l'razcr
Schlei;
the tiles thai pester them, still,
and
come here the roslness soon dlsa.i- - rid
after examination. I think, taken am Sparks. Duggli by and Dooln.
I" gn. If there is an exception to thil a wh
de. It Is a better mode of yoking
H. H. IP,
Second game
I have not yet seen
(.
Tin Spaniard
1
the xen than !s common In the Cincinnati
8
and tbe people of mixed bio d. having state
4
Philadelphia
1
0
mostly Spanish blOOd In thilr vein :.
of
Although there are thousands
Batteries sWi inier
and
Schlei;
an,' in many Instance!, positive!) catlb on the Island, there Is no home- Richie,
Dugftahy and Donovan.
nanusome, many thousands of them made butter, in fact the Island is as
being (tiite .is beautiful a.- (!
very Innocent of home churned butter as a
AMERICAN LeAOUB.
among our ow n P null
It is said
New Mexico cattle ranch.
R, H, E.
At Washington- -.
beThe lanerlau Invasion.
that the milk Is not rich, and that
Washington
3
I
vv
n
many thousands of au-'
There are
there is no natural Ice and but St. Bouts
.V,
,1 S J
UnprofitIs
e
Americans "from the stntes" living few
therefore
plants it
Hughes bun!
Batteries
Warner:
Ben, all of them either in business ,.r able and often Impossible to mike
and Spencer.
holding official positions. They, of butt, r or cream. Toil eat your oat- Powell
Second garni
R. H. E.
course, all speak Bngllsn and most of meal at all the hotels with hot milk,
v. 3 iu
ashlnglon
them speak Spanish. The trim figure it is healed as it is said, to preserve St. Eouls
4
and pale, Intelligent fnee of the Yan- It and as a sanitary precaution, How
Batteries Kilson, PalkenbcrV Patkee school ma'am is met at every this may be i do not know, only i ten and
RowelK a.ei
Wakefield;
cross road school house. Tens of thou- do know" thai no sort of "kick" at the Rickey.
fresh
sands of the rising generation are hotels will bring any cream orcourse,
Al Philadelphia
ft Ii
learning to speak Knglish. The better bullir. They have butter, of
haa Cleveland
families Invariably speak French ana but '(t la all from Holland, and
4
Philadelphia
sometimes Knglish In addlilon to I tile iste of the Zuiderzee, at least
Batteries More,
Rhoadta
add
Spanish. Among the poorer classes, thai s my guess, Iliough I never tastami Power
that Dutch waterway. The coffeen Bcmls; Combs
where the mixture with negro Is moi a ed
game
u
Second
In Christendom. Win
ii
frequent, curious anomalies occur. la th' blackest
It would
line Cleveland
You will see two girls coming down von see It nyou think
macs,
or
Philadelphia
a
your
coating
eitn
stomai
the street, one decidedly Spanish Ii but after
Batteries Hess and
vou drink It a few times you
feature, and ns white ns you ever saw, begin to like
it, and it is said that like ley and Powers.
the other a decided octoroon, wiin N
o chill, once addicted to
At New York
U.
enough of the frizzle In her hair to o It. you Mexb
must always thereafter have It. Detroit
6
7
easily picked out as having tiegi
j
New York
0
blood in her veins, and yet you will 'Make Hay While" tbe sun shines. Batteries
Donahue
Payne
and
be Informed that they are sisters. InThere is a lesson in the work of the Hogg, KoOuIra and Thomas.
quiry leads to the esplantlOB thut this thrifty farmer.
He knows that th J
At Boston
It. H. ES
OUriosity Is brought about by breeding bright sunshine may last but one day Boston
:
it
3
lia-or "the call of the wild." ffl nnd he prepares for the showers Chicago
j
4
1
light haired an which are so liable to follow. So :t
Buck families yon
Young. Crlger and
Batteries
dark haired children as some of thein should be with every household. Dvs-- j ritan; Owen, White and Sullivan.
hark back to their Spanish ancestors entery, diarrhoea and cholera morbus
and others to their negro ancestors may attack some member of the
WESTERN LEAGUE,
f course, even among the Spaniard1,
home without warning. Chamberlln's
At Sioux City
R
who wa re a mixed rare thrmselve-hundred- s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea llcm-- I Sioux City
6 n
of years ago when they m- edy which Is the best known mediPueblo
u
io
igrated lo the western hemisphere, yon
cine for these diseases, should always
llattcrles Dickenson, Sawyer and
will still ce traces of the beautiful be kept at hand, as Immediate treat-- I Kreese;
Henley and Iteunicker and
Moor. This mixture, when tinged With
is necessary,
and delay may Messltt.
the Indian of this Islnnd. produce mcnt
prove fatal. For sale by all druggists.
At Lincoln
R. H. K.
handsome olive men and women, ft
g 10
2
Lincoln
Is said that the advent of American ocni'i:cii7sm:.
B
3
2
Denver
cupation has brought about a chaiiK"
Friday and Saturday at
Hatterles Jones
Zltiral,;
and
for ihc bettor In the matter of the theThursday.
SecBuyers' t'nloll. lUl' N.
Ail ,in- and Zalusky.
children going around naked among ond Cash
street:
At Des Moines
R. H. B.
poorer classes; that ten years ago
.the
25or Des Moines
force
pkg.
of
'I
0
4
a IT children of that class went naked
20c Omaha
Cereal, per pkg
Pootum
1
1
7
Until tbey reached the age of ten of Cream of Wheal, per pkg
16c
Dexter;
SunMiller
Battalias
and
years,
female,
but
male and
twelve
Barril of Fresh Ginger Snaps.... 25: ders nnd bonding,
c rt.iin it Is that now none are perml'-te- d 3 lbs. fresh Soda Crackers
25c
R. II. fL
Second gnme
to do so, save from three years of Coffee. 3 pkgs. for
50c
g
s Moines
9 7
ag down to the smallest Infant.
j cans of Colton Tomatoes
,.25c
7 10
3
In eery city practically all th.1 3T,e Mocha and Java Coffee ....!. 25c Omaha
Batteries Kanaka and Dexter; Mi
poorer children three years nf age and Iel T.lc Tea
60c N'ecly
and Gouillng;.
fin,- Tea
40c
under arc i naked aa Cupl'l, and they net
..,..
. .i
. .. . i .
i . .. ,H . i
look like him, save that they are not
H1 i.in ,., i., it , .1.
IllKK 1,1
AMKItlCAX ASSOCIATION.
quite aa clean or quite as white. They Outlns; Flannels, per yard
Ic
At Kansas City
15 per cent off on Hoya' Suits.
Utile potii' usually leather-coloreJ
Small lot of sample shirt walata at Kansas City
bellied cuplds, and range from almorí
2
Louisville
while down to the coal black picka- half price.
At St. Paul
All gooila delivered.
ninnies that play around the doorr,
St. Paul
VM. DOLDK, Prop.
step.
. . . C
Columbus
to
To watch the fifteen-yea- r
At Minneapolis
Attend the Cash Clearance Sale at
girls Is Indeed Intereatlng.
"
hrown-hslreIhe Golden Rule Drv floods Co., Minneapolis
They arc black-haire()
klnky-hsirefrlrzle-halred
which is now on, and see the Toledo
At Milwaukee
aa their beat bargnln ever offered, and look
and woolly-haire4
blood mixture may vary, and It must at the brightest and biggest store In Milwaukee
1
Inillunupiilia
be said that they are not at all a bad Albuiiuerque. 76 feet wide nnd
laoond name
looking lot. It muat not be forgotten
long. The store for bargains.
4
Milwaukee
that there are many thouaanda of
3
Indianapolis
soa nia ids of the purest ray aerene,"
Olue ut Camp GIcikxh-- Sunday
hair-foo-

d

1

DIAL

y

tn

HELEN'S

AUGUST

SATURDAY,

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

18, 1900.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

STONE HOTEL

ALBUQUERQUE,

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
Is now open aU the year around
Beat of Accommodations

MEXICO

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

!n

Hun

Bath House
Connection.

Otoro's

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

Beer

YourEyesTrouble You?

Do
MRS. WN. ROGERS.

Draught Beer
Delivered at your

CLUB

THE JAFFA

House on Ice.

I EXAMINE THEM FREE
Erery Pair of Glasses Fitted Gur-auteod Absolutely Correct.
No
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.

GROCERY COMP'Y

Especially Suitable for
Dinners

C A R N E S, 0. D.
Graduate Optician
With H. Vanow
114 n. R. Av.

C. H.

"Good Things to Eat"

Southwestern

I

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
HAIili. Proprietor

want you to try our

We

Brewery

aP.

(

they will please you.
We use nothing but the
best and purest of everything in the manufacture
of our products.

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE
BANK OF COMMERCE
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

week-Chair-

I

.

.

;

90

FOR. ROOFS

Vice-Presid- ent

There

products,

is No Acid in It

To Rust Tin

and let us show
you our bakery and the
way we bake our goods,
Call

CO

Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be

taken

117

Gold Arc.

use "home made''
receipts for our layer
cakes, cream puffs, German cimamnn cakes, etc,
and they are as good as

.

.

i

11

Both Phonos.

Mall Orders Filled Samo Day Received.

Albuquerque

M.

THE GLOBE STORE

1

can be.

50c,
Nut Cakes, each,
Chocolate Cakes. J5c, 40
50c
Date Cakes
40c
Cocoanut Cakes.
Cream Pufifc dofjon
Chocolate Eclairs, dozen..
V.
Jelly Rolls, per cut
Cup Cakes, donen
Pies, all flavors. ... f,c, 10c
.

Cookies,

fiOc

50c

A

GOc

50c
30c
30c
15c
20c
20c

Nat
5632.
5622,
4616,
5538.
5503.

Grocery Co.

1445,
1420.
1408,

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

4155,

Q. Gioml, V. P.

560.

9547.

Consolidated Liquor Co.
Successors to

Melinl

Bakln

&

Hach chl & Gioml
WHOLESALE DBAUBBfl

an

IRF,

1

1893.
1881.

IN

2613,

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
handle everything in our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, issued to dealers only.
ttvra DfrAVttfl
'

W"

-

-

I

nÉÉHasaalHIÉaaBHBtee

SATURDAY,

LADIES' HOSE
Regular

Champagne

lisle

Price.

40c

Tan lisle lace
Blue embroidered lisle
White lisle
White cotton
White lisle lace
Grey lisle lace

60c

75c
40c
25c
65c
65c

Champagne lisle lace

65c

Tan, blue and brown lisle lace

35c
Regular Price

No.

Bacheohl, Trcas

O.

IN ALL

Sale Price

35c
45c
60c
30c
20c
45c
45c
45c
25c

MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S HOSE

Chas. Melinl, Sec

J. D. Bakln.

WEIGHT; ON SALE

No.

"Good Things to Eat".
Mall

AND

CHILDREN'S HOSIERY;

AUGUST 18, AT THE GLOBE STORE:

10c
10c

Rolls. dozen
Huns. etc, per dozen

MISSES' AND

SHADES, COLORS

..10c

dnen

Jaffa

FEW OF THE GOOD THINGS BELOW THAT YOU FIND IN

LADIES',

German Cinnamon Cakes per
. .10c
cut

The

;

make

We

.

1;

Albuquerque, N.

Drxitstj

Leading

for paintlnjr roofs. Address
BORRADAILE & CO.

We

1

.....

y

Officers and Directors I
SOLOMON LUNA. President.

M.
W. J. JOHN BOH,
BTRICKLEK,
Is lmnorvlous to heat and cold; it will W.
Assistant uaanitar.
and Cashier.
not run, crack, or blister; It will harden
GEORGE ARNOT.
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
under water, after once set. A rain
. CROMWELL.
O. MALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLAORWKLL.
coming on fresh paint will not wash It.

purity
quality
counts with you you will
use no otlu ir than our

i

hnnd-onic-

"

CAPITAL, flM.tM.Mi,

V

EUREKA PAINT

and

If

Ice Company

&

WITH AMPLE MEANS

Iron and Brasa Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grata
Bars. Babbitt Metal. Columns
and Iron Fronts for Build-Ing- a,
Repairs on Mining and
Mlllln- - Machinery in Our Specialty
FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track. Albnonerane

Bakery Goods. We know

' v

.

SypKons

1969.

I
I1
III

Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'

white
white
white
white

lisle

lace lisle.
lace
and black lace

tan lisle lace
black lace
black lace lisle

Infants' Lisle Hose,
,

in

30c
25c
20c
25c
35c
20c
35c

pink, blue and white, per pair.
or two pair for 25c

Sale Price

20c
20c
15c
15c

25c

m

25c
15c

I

I

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY OF HOSIERY AND SHOES COME
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.
IN AND SEE US

J-

I

i

I

The Big Globe

1

F II PaVF R A I

ffafatJWfWaMM

DIRECTORS
Embalmi'Mt

Mcintosh HaLfdwaire Co

Our

d.

.

twenty-yea-

d,

wnvy-halre-

d,

et

Cor. Fifth Street an
0 d Phone nik 298

SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST & CO.

'aLd

$

Avenue
one 152

,

.

r-old

on W. Railroad Ave

ADAMM DILGARD- l'-

'1

i

Sip

--

T.VaTT
at

PROCURED AND DEFENDED. KondmiK
drAwuuf iirpttiit. forexfwrt
n Ti utnl fre. n
rreo uNiiv, haw to obtain Mt, nu. Invlo mm
"''
'. IN ALL COUNTRIES.
''
iirtil ; uh WatkUgtoH talis time.
m7 ontt i'firn llf patent.
Patent ind Infrlnframant Practice Exclusively.
Wrlln .r r,,.. u at sa
SU Sloth atrwt, opp. thüud lta toa Fitont Offlc,
WASHINGTON, O. C.

l.

AUE THE SOLE AGENTS FDR THIS

1

1

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

SWASTIKA ROAD HAS SANTA FE
ALMOST FINISHED

SATURDAY. AUGUST 18,

PEONS

OUR FALL OPENING OF

CROWD STREETS

Boys' and Youths' Clothing

f
FIRST DIVISION

OF WICHITA

LINE WILL BE OPEN BY

You can count upon the fingers of one hand those manufacturers who produce strictly reliable, trustworthy boys'
clothes ; who have the knowledge, experience and methods necessary to make garments that will fully satisfy you.
The ATA'. tGOOD lalwl on our clothes is the mark of the
best
vs' d( itlung made. This superiority is due partly to the
better quality 'i the woolens and lininrrs used by the makers:
partly to the vie ;md good taste they know how to put into
garnicnts, am' :i large part to their honest, conscientious work-i-

Laborers From Old Mexico
Make Kansas Town Look

MIDDLE OF OCTOBER

Like Zacatecas or
Final Survey Now Under Way
for Extension of the Line
Th promenade streets of Wichii i
From Cimarron to
pretonl an unusual aMM"
iww

n

tailoring.
In ATA' KtQOD you get clothes of sterling worth. The
most perfect combination of fabrics and expert Workmanship.
The most pleasing and harmonious designs, absolutely reliable,
honest and durable merchandise.
Tliis store is exclusive headquarters in this vicinity for
A TRAGOOD clothing.
Besides the styles shown here, we
have a complete line of all the correct models for boys from
2
to 17 years of age. Our stock includes botli suits and
overcoats. All fabrics, colorings and patterns are represented.
Prices-rO- vx
prices cannot be bettered and they cannot !c
erm&lert. even in lnrp oí nmeli la

nights. Hi),, would think he was In
Kaoatccaa or Topolobampo or In Vera
"ruz.
Mexicans wenring cotnlenl

.it

ttraw hats parade

lAWftllCfl I.pp, an Albuquerque bov
who for the past two months has .been
Mil IHR with the engineering force of
the new St. I.ouls Rnekv Mountain
PaclftV road, now buiUling In Col-

in

twos and fours

and sixei. lookiiiR at things In tli"
swell store windows of Wichita that
the proudest

of them could hnrdlv

hopo to luiv at the present time. The
man never h;id such a
fax rounty, has just returned from hot wmale
In his business and the chile
tato p,
the high school. He iboom
on carne places enjoy a sudden nud
ays that ns a result of the construction of this road, now well under Way, undreamed of rush of business Bays
to the Topeka'
Wichita dispatch
and of the projected Raton & Eastern, Colfax count'.' and Raton MPS Capital.
The Mexicans are here 133 strong!
daily are enjoying a genuine boORi
which seems likely to continue in- working for the Bantu Fo nnd will bt '
ramped here for about six weeks.
definitely.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain ft They ire raising and stone ballasting
Pdftc, although it has been organ- the Saftta Fe track southward to Arized but a short time baa already kansas City. They will be pnld off In
been named the Swastika route be- the city this week and will have he- cause of the adoption of the famous tween four anil live thousand dollars'
Indian Rood luck cross as Its official to spend in the citv.
Roadmaster .Michael Conneil.a ve;-- :
emblem. The Swastika adorns the
sides of every freight car and the top eran in track building, east his eagle
oyer them, anil while he do s
eye
of all the company's stationery.
"The road Is bMng very solidly not believe a Mexican has anything
built." said Mr. Lee yesterdHy, "and Is like the genius of the
much more than a mere coal road. irishman for tamping a tie or aplklnw
Although It will open new coal fields, n rail, yet he considers them good
it will reach also some fine farming workmen and praised their witting-nes- s '
and Industry. Hut they are too
and ranch country, and will also open
the rich Rllzabethtown district when-hig- iigin to compare with the Irishman.
He was asked what had become ef
grde gold has been mined for
many years. The first division of the the irishman as a railroad laborer,
Is
but
lie would not nay. The conclusion
to
Cimarron,
Des
Moines
line, from
now about complete. The track lay- v is lhat the Irishman has gone furing machines are working and it Is ther up, To emphasise It. out came
probable that this part of the line will two men growing (a! In the railroad
lie In operation by the middle of Oc-- . business 1
R. DeTaney and Janes
tober. It Is remarkable railroading, MorlaHty. And then it was recalled
surveys
show it to be almost tnai irisnmeti like Frank Dotan are
for the
entirely of curves, while tangents are jsllll further Up and growing. They
few and short.
The grade, however, are not the railroad laborers anv
is not above one per cent, save at the inore.
They are directing things
divide, where it goes to about 2 pet above as agents. superintendents.
cent. The. roadbed Is being carefully trainmasters and managers and conbuilt and Is a first class specimen 01 cluí tors like Dan Conwáy ami Jihn
re-et- kf

NEW ÜRQGHANDE

10 BE

SMELTER

FINISHED SOON

I

modern railroad Construction.
"The surveys for the line to Bllna- bethtown are now about done and
c,tnstruction will go one there as soon
as the eastern end is completen. Tne
company lias not vet located Its main
'shops.
Thev have been located by
rumor at various 'points along the
line, but It Is probable that no definite
decision has been reached.
"The result of the const ructloij of
this road and of the proposed building of the Raton & Raslern. Is a boom
for Colfax county that promises to
keep right on going. Raton Is getting
(its share of the general prosperity In
sthat part of New Mexico."

Í

U

i'Rourkp,
no

and Mi'YI, an n re tnlrin..
ilfty years behind them,
lay may be nomina fm- nigner placea three generations from
I

:l

their plat
l,iid their
I

1.

11

.

now.

I

n

J

One Hundred and

I

Twenty-Fiv- e

Foot Stack
Much Activity
Mines In Orogrando
District,
At Rich

freely impregnated with copper! The
copper e, curs as an oxide. In the
form of malachite, and as ehrsoioilo,
ami it the point Where the vein was
caught it runs tliroinrii the mass it
ribbons, or is froely speckled. In little
green dots here and ihere, of velvety
ippearance and evident richness. The
vein is several feet in width and Is
being followed.
On the third level south, mother
vein of iron oxide, possibly the same
one encountered In the level above,
and just described, and having the
same general coarse, has been brojken
into. The vein is approaching th"
body of heavy Sulphide oponed in the
upper level of the mine. Wheri the
tv.'o ne et and cross, one of the best
ore bodies In the prnnertv is anticipated.
The
ft north Is still progressing,
following a seam that will bring to
ore at no distant day.
Free (.old in Maggie.
The new vertical shafl of the Maggie has struck ore which pans free

JUS'

Cr

11.BBiSBBSBsJi

1- -2

XTWD

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

MANDELL

M.

Fine Clothing a.nd Furnishings

i

I

gold.
(Orogrande Times.)
a depth of
The shaft is down
The trestle that will m ike it pos- over one hundred feel, and from It
Bible for the cars to get into the smelter. Is nearly completed. This is a drifts arc being run to connect with
old workings of tin Maggie, and
splendid piece of work.
The flue the
with the southwest dril' of the Nan- Chamber htU been completed and the nie
Bated.
big st ick has nearly reach. d a point
The drift running to onnect with
where It inav he called a finished
Job. This stack towers L2R feel above the Maggie Is designed in get cfnfle
us foundation, within it there Is u the body of free gold bearing ore,
which was mined from thai shaft In
circular ladder that goes the entire Ihe
drift from the ivlnxe several years
length of the stack - so as in prevent
ago.
The ore was among the richest
in aci Idenl to anyone climbing it. It
ever
mined in the camp, and spec)-men- s
he slios he cannot fall. The power
may be picked from the old
plant is all ready ta have the steam
Maggie
dump to this day. literally
turned mi to start it going, and the covered
with free gold. The values
eBctrlcal plant is all but booked up. Of
the ore ran up Inio the pictures.
when the pipes hat connect the furAs the drift proceed to the south-- ,
nace with the blowers arc put in, that west
the ore grows richer and within
end of the work will be completed. a short
time It will reach a point
A few more side tracks .ire to be
under the old shoot, where a
put In place, one or two roads complete,!, ihe last link of the pipes con- raise will be made to connect with
This hole
will be used
necting the reservoir witli the smelt- winze.
through which to mill the ore to the
ing plant laid, and Ihen it will
be level below,
from which point it WIN
ready to blow in and turn out it" be
trammed to the working shaft, and
product of copper matte.
through
it
raised
t'. Ihe surface for
R verything
Is
in readiness, ore
may be turned out at ihe mines, the shipment to the smelting work:-- .
smelter in a short time will be ready,
ORI MBLK
and the work of months will be re- when yourP.OXT
joints ache and you sufwarded.
fer from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle
Hus.v Scenes in Lucky.
The Lucky property Is the scene of of Mallard's Snow Mnament and get
the most active development at the Instant relief. A positive cure for
pi esont. time. On the
level Itheumatlsin, Burns, Cuts, Contracted
second
Muscles, Sore Chest, etc., Mr. I. T.
east, an entirely new vein, the presence of which was not known before, Bogy, a prominent merchant at willias been encountered and la belhg low Point, Texas, says that he finds!
drifted on at the present lime. This Mallard's Snow Mlnament the best
vein runs almost parallel to the lead all around Mlnament he ever used.
Which has been followed on this level, Sold by J. II. o'Mlelly Co.
and in which so much ore has been
developed in the past.
EAT JAF AS KICACK CKEAM
The vein mailer is an iron oxide. HHEAD.
f

Summer Dlnrrltuoa in Children.
During the hot weather of the summer months the lirsl unnatural loose
rresa of a child's bowels should hav,
Immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before It becomes serious.
All that is necessary is a few dimes
of Chamberlain's rolle, cholera nn.l
Diarrhoea
Remedy followed by a
dose of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Rev. m. o. Stockjand, Pastor
A NEW MOTIVE'POWFR
or the Brat M. 15. Church, Little Falls,
MANON ROCK ISLAN!) Minn., writes: "We have used Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera ami Diarrhoea Remedy for severnl years and
XV, 9. Toll, rlun
One of the Rest Me find It a very valuable remedy, esin
disorders
cliiilllcill Men in tile Whole West... pecially for summer
children." Sold by all druggists.
A Money Saving Event,
Wi J. Tollerton has been appointed
On Thursday! August !, the Col-deRwperinlcndent of motive newer of the
offlc
an
with
railroad,
Rock Island
Rule Dry Coods Co. started
at Topeka. to succeed Thomas Roope, their famous Cash Clearance Sale,
who recently resigned to take a sirn-'il- You know what hese sales mean. A
position with the lbirllngton at great money laving event for you
'Lincoln, Neb., .".ays the Topeka State Don't fail to come. See our large
Journal.
ad In ibis paper for bargains.
Mr. Tollerton hits been master me
sbons
ehnnie at the I'ocatello, Idaho,
of the Oregon Short Line, one of the
ÍHarrlman roads.
,
The appointment become.-- effective
Monday. August 20. and Mr. Tollerton
will arrive In Toneka the latter pari
Circulars announcing
of the week.
the appointment will be Issued in a
few davs bv the Hock Island. They
Will be signed by T. S. Lloyd, general
superintendent of motive power, and
approved by D. E. Cain, general man- ager.
Mr. Tollerton served his appren-- I
ticeship In the shoos on the St. Paul
and lMiluth railroad, now a part or
the Northern Pacific system. From
that road he went to the C. St. P. M.
the
In
& O. as a general foreman
shops. He subsequently went to the
Read these money saving prices, and while
Rio Qrande Western as master ine
chante at Salt Lake Cllv. II" was:
price, but you can't buy merchandise of the
kfterward appointed assistant mastei
mechanic on the Oregon Short L.IIÍO
city catalogue houses or department stores,
and later was promoted to be master
.mechanic, a position he has held on
that line for ten years.
Mr. Tollerton Is acknowledged by
mechanical men to be one of the best
of those In his profession in the west.
The Pocateilo shops of ihe Oregon
jjjhorl Une, which heir evidence of hi
management, are referred In all over.!
the l'nited Slates as the mode! rail- -'way shops of their kind in this niiinAlso all of the wanted colors,
Coats am
ar

19S5,

t

ly

RAMSAY' SDONT

MISS THE GREATEST

PLEASURE

Typewritorum
Always in stock
Xcu and
Hand Machines lor Sale
or KschBngo,

Second

llcnt

I'OB

AGENTS

When you can now get, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies

UNDERWOOD

AT

Look over our

TYPEWRITERS

VISIBLE

J. KORBER.

i

M A C II

A

1

X E S

COMPLETE

U

V.

V A I I!

or

S'KX'K

E

1

TYPE-WRITE-

RIBBONS AXI)
SUPPLIES,

j

GEO. S. RAMSAY, Mgr.
V.

Railroad Avenue, AUwrnarquo

j

Toti & Gradi

& CO.

Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.
THE

IQI

$45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
large stock at once, Quality guaranteed,

WM.

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
Dealer in Fresh and Salt

Meats

Sausage a Specialty.
For Cattle and Hors the MlRgest
ket Price !s Paid.

SEE..

Mar-

Dealers in
GBOCE1ÜES.
PHOVISIONS. BAT.
snr:ni,ocK holmes
;uain A.vn ruEr..
Couldn't find
Cine Line of Imponed Wines. Lluaors town who wants the one man In this
that saddle or drivand Clears. Place Your Orders
ing horse of yours as aurelv and ns
l or This l ine With Us.
flutokly aa a For Sale ad can do: and
NORTH miRB STREET Sherlock's fee would be lanrer.

3AKTLETT
The Electrician
For prices on house wiring and
general repair work.
Autn.
Pilone C57. 216 ' S. Second St.

j

THE ECONOMIST

i

Albuquerque's

Brightest and Best Store

THE DAYMGnT STORE

reading bear

mind thai every item offered is reliable in quality,

The merchant who sells trash can quote as low, or even a lower
same grade elsewhere in this community at these prices, We will also be glad to have you compare the list with ' the quotations ot
and are confident that you will find our values equal to any in the country,
That's why we are able to win the largest trade in this city
in

White Panama and Serge Suits

J

lry'.
Mr Tollerton Is 37 vc.irs old. and

although a comparatively young man
he has gained the reputation of being
one of the most proficient ni'n in th"
Ho ha
country In handling men.
and respectIwn well liked, honored
ed by his subordinates and succeeds In.
turning out thorough work at reasonable cost.
He has designed a number of tools
fur simplifying shop
and devices
work, which are In use In the i'ocatello shops, and which have repeatedly
received favorable mention In the various railway trade Journals.
Mr. Tollerton Is a married man tin!
he will locate In Topeka, removing
his family and household goods her
as soon as convenient.
Why Wet mid Worry
when vour child has a severe cold
You need not fear pneumonia or
other pulmonary diseases. Keep supHorenound
Ballard's
plied with
Hyrup a positive cure for Colds,
Cough Whooping CouRh and llron-chltlof Sioux Falls, S. D.
Mrs. Hall,
writes: "I have used your wonderSyrup, on
ful Hallnrd'H llorehotind
my children for live ye:irs. Its results have bean wonderful." Sold UV
J. H. O RIclly Co. L
Rest a week at Camp (lcnooc. al
TODAY! TOPAY1
NEW 1LH STRATE1) SONOS.
NEW I'ltTI HI'S.

PENNY 1'Mtl.OII,

210Vj

S.

taffeta sil1;
assoited trimmings, Every suit is tailored by
experts in the most exacting manner and in the very
latest models, The skirts arc all made in the latest

Coats for Street Wear and Evening Wear, Raincoats,
Tourist Coats, Lace Coats, Sük Coats, Linen Coats,
Lingerie Coats, Covert Coats, Mannish Mixture Coats--a- ll
bargain wonders,

walking length models, gored, plaited, etc, The sleeves
three-quartand full length,
The Economist's prices range from $15.00 to
d
oft.
$45.00 about

$10,00
$11,50
$13,50
$17,50
$20,00
$30,00

lined and

are elbow,

one-thir-

for the Advance
of 1906 Fall Styles in Suits.

See Our Window

hl
112

mountain excursion to
Sunday morning.
Camp tilenooc,
Hound trip and dinner $1.2.r.. Tickets
al7
ut yRlelly's, 4 p. m. Saturday.

Showing

Which are made in the height of this year's styles;
Persian blouses, with long or short sleeves, with dainty
touches of Persian bands, tucks, shirrings and folds,
Skirts are perfectly modeled with that generous fullness that is positively essential,
It will be interesting to know that these offerings
will be in keeping with fall styles,
Prices hardly cover the cost of making,

Some White Wash Skirt Bargains
PRICED AT

TODAY! TODAY!
NEW I'D TC I tlX
NEW ILM'HTH VI'IOD SONOS.
S. SKO
PENNY P Rl.olt. ai

$1.35, $1.98, $2.98, $3.50

Shrunk Muslin and Soft Finish Indian Head Wash Skirts,
d,
in
tucked, circular and strapped trimmed
models, Each style a wonder, Worth from $2 to $5,50,
box-plaite-

STJtEVl'..

Display

Elegant Chiffon Taffeta Silk Suits

Tally-h- o

0,NA

er

Coats on sale'for
Coats on sale for
Coats on sale fot..
Coats on sale for....
Coats on sale for
Coats on sale for

.$ 4.95
$ 6.50
$ 9.50

$12.50
$15.00
$18.50

We have decided to sell now our line summer wash goods
and we do this early because we will not invoice these

goods at stock-takin- g
will do the work,
Lot No, 1,

time, Four items at prices that
The sale begins Monday.

and Figured Lawns, Batistes,
etc; worth up to 25c a yard, Sale Price

Lot No, 2

Plain

Dimi-(ie- s,

5c

and Fancv Piques, Mouselines, De
Soies, Dimities, etc; worth' up to 35c, Sale Price. 10c
Plain

Lot No, 3

Children's and Misses' White and

.,f.

Chiffon Lisse, Barnaby Zephyr, Tissues,
Embroidered Swisses, etc; worth up to 50c a yard,
Sale Price
15c

Lot No, 4, Eoliennes, Silk Organdies.in floral designs,
Silk Ginghams, etc; worth up to 75c a yard,
Sale

Colored Dresses

Price

35c

(2 to 14 years,)

$1,00
$1,25
$1,50
$1,98
$2,50

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Di

esses

....$

on sale for
on salo for
on sale for
on sale for
on sale for

Fine

Summer Dresses

Two-Pie- ce

$U9
$1.59
$1.98

For SATURDAY ONLY -F- ROM 9

A. M. TO

EMttROTOfeRED WAIST PATTERN'S

12

M

at...

55c, 75c. $1.25, $1.65

KMIikOIDF.RKD ROBES at
IWIIK

.75

$ .98

SEC-

OND STREET.

The very nest cl Kansas City
anil Rltttton at Emll Klelnworfs.
North Third street.

Closing of High Class Wash Goods

eilOINQ AUG. 18

$3.98

Made of Mull. Swiss, Lawn and Organdie; beautifully
finished and trimmed with laces, embroidery medallions,
inserting, tucks, etc.; shirtwaist, lingerie and coat styles,

$ 3,50
$ 4,00
$10,00
$12,50
$18.50
$25.00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

on
on
on
on
on
on

sale
sale
sale
sale
sale
sale

for

for
for
for
for

for.

$ 1.98
'

$2"98
5.50
$ 7.50

..

--

,.$12.50
$1

7.50

V
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MORE DELEGATES TO WHERE HISTORY HAS

Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
But None to Equal the Twenty-sixtAnnual

A
SHEEP GROWERS'

BEEN ALWAYS III

h

THE MAKING
Remarkable Record of James- town and Its Surrounding
VILLAGE TO BE HERE
Country
Where Great ExProI
Response to Work of the
position Is to Be Held.
moters of the Convention Is
Norfolk. Va.. Aug. 17 Within lcs '
Enthusiastic and Universal, ,!...
I
.... mllae
t t.
t
In II
hismore
grounds
near
sltlon
Norfolk
Importance of Movement
any

EVERY COUNTY, TOWN AND

I

ALBUQUERQUE

of

SEPTEMBER

17-2-

1906

2,

D. S. Rotenwald, Secy

Sol Luna, President

kind to visit.
The Jamestown exposition,
more than any other enterprise of simy
the following delegations ilar nature that has preceded It, Is to
were recorded:
be a lesson in American history.
H
the county commissioners of
The exjiosltlon Itself, as enclosed by
Bacor-- o
county: Meld lio Apolaci Moral fence And Hampton lloads bea'-a.
Mon-tcUeroiumo Sanchez. Max U.
embrace about 4i0 acres; but outsiiL',
J. W. Rogers. David Farr. leaching for many miles up and out
WilSpeckmsn,
Frnnk Smith. W. II.
Into old Virginia, is the greater expoliam Gardiner, Juan Silva, Herman sition the theater of events that have
'mi- reras.
contributed very largely to the makHy the Helen Commercial
Club:
of the American rejiublic. Though
Hon. John Backer, Fred Scholia and ing
the exjiosltlon is to be great in itse f,
H. K. H;ers.
features are greater, the
There Is now but one county which the outside
and buildings and the collechas not named Its county delegation, grounds
of Industrial, artistic and historiand that is Grant county, from Which tions
ipaeimena Will be an epitome, but
the names of delegates will soon be cal
outside the gates and along ami bj-- y
forthcoming.
Night hundred delegates Is now a o ml the neighboring waters are the
things, the origconservative estimate of the number real and permanent
inals. A visit- - to the Jamestown Terwho will take part In the deliberations of the convention, while hun- centennial, therefore, means an unusdreds of others will attend to hear ual opportunity for the inspection and
study of historic ground.
the proceedings.
Every exposition has advertised Mts
Invitations have been extended to a
number of prominent sheep growers "side trips" as Special attractions. The
11
of southern Colorado who have bee side trips from the Jamestown cele- urged to be present and take part In biatlon have been advertised through
the deliberations, and it Is expected great historic events from time to
that President Gosney of the Arizona time during the 3th) years since CapWool QfOWers' association will bring tain John Smith succeeded in making
a considerable delegation with him so a permanent settlement
of English
the representation from other people on American soil. After se;- that
states will be quite large. The coin- lug the exposition Inside the fence you
ing of so many prominent In the live will have an Increased desire to !;
stock business ami in the government the outside points of Interest. It is in
bureaus related to the industry will the side trip feature that this forth-- j
lend an official air to the convention coming fulr will
be pie. eminent.
which will make It of national ImOnly few hours away Is Washing- portance.
There Is another view ton. thea cajiltal
of the republic, air.lt
which lends importance to tills conthan half the distance Is Rich
vention and will serve to attract gen- less
mond, which was tin capital of thai
eral attention to It, It is the first Confederate
states of America. Three
large convention In which the quesby rail from Norfolk, and a
tion of the leasing of the public do- hours
main tn large tracls has been discuss- brief night's voyage by boat up the
ed. Coming as it does shortly before I James river, Richmond, will be a mee-- I
a session of congress in which this CS for the pilgrims from every state.
question will be settled by legislation, If you elect to go by boat you will
the convention assumes an mpoftance pass Jamestown Island, the site of an- which will make It one of the big clent Jamestown, the first perniane it
event! of recent years in New Mex- English settlement in America, audi
here may be seen the ruins of the ear-ico.
ly church and the remains of other
structures built in the days of John!
FINANCE AÑDC0!ttMERCE. Smith,
Powhatan, l'oeahontas, Jnli.il
Rolfe and other notables of the OOl- -i
Wall Street.
ony
New York, Aug. 17. Union .
At Williamsburg, rinly eight mlle
Pf
.
...
....
u..r,.-u.
Island, are the pap.
and southern Pacific on a 5 per cent itrom Jamestown
font flm
the famous daughter of Pownouncement of this result of yester- which was
baptised, and other relic-- ;
day's meeting of the executive com- - hatan
of the original settlement.
mlttof tin- two companies electri
Only a short ride from Richmond ill
fied Wall street almost Immediately Appomattox,
where the sun of fhc
aft r the opening operations In the Confederacy
set when (Jencral Le"
stock market had begun today. Clossurrendered he army of northern Viring quotations:
Amalgamated Copper
lor. "fc ginia to General Grant.
Petersburg, with Its famous "ent.ugur
137
257 M er," Is near by, and here the last bai-tlAnaconda
of the gigantic struggle
Were
96'-Atchison
fought.
do preferred
ino
Electric cars will take you In less
New Jersey Central
Ml
Chesapeake & Ohio
61 J than an hour to Cape Henry, where
the first English ships anchored in
St. Paul, preferred
187
Hig Four
95 4 American waters. Hi re may be se ;n
e,
Colorado & Southern
36 5 the old
built in 1691.
do preferred ..,
An hour's boat trip across the
70
Hampton Roads brings the visitor to
do second preferred
f0
Erie
44 H Fortress Monroe, built first
In 1614
lot. Thorough
36 Ü and now the most extensive of con-;- t
96
Missouri Pacific
ocíense rortincatloiis In the wester
New York Central
141 w I hemisphere
In this fortress the vcPennsylvania . . . .'
14Í
ltor may see the casemate in which fo.-94
fnlon Pacific
time Jefferson Davis, president ut
Daited States Steel
43 't the Southern Confederacy,
was con-- l
do preferred
107 Si fined after his llight and' capture.
91
Western Union
Forty milts away Is Yorktown.
l.'nlted Slates Bonds
where the last scene In the revolution- Refunding 2's. registered
103;! try war was enacted, with General
do coupon
103
Washington and Lord Cornwall!! as1
Itffuinling $', registered
10$
the principal nctors. Every American
do coupon
103
should visit the spot where the Blit- Old 4 '. registered
103 "i
ih army laid down Us arms. Three'
do coupon
j 03 (
great
surrenders have occurred on
New 4's registered
129
American soil, nnd two of them With
do coupon
129
In
the sound of the batteries on Hamp- Money on call, steady, at 3fa 2
Roads.
pejr cent; mercantile
ajer, at r.'.'.iti tonNorfolk
navy yard and the great
jier cent. Bar silver. ICtyC.
ship yards and dry dock at Nawporl
Chicago Hoard of Trade,
Chicago. Aug. 17. Firm tables and News, Just across Hampton Roadl
decreased shipments from Argentlni from the exposition grounds, are In.
caused strength today In the lo. il 'enseiy 'interesting points which f.v
when market.
September wheat TWItoni will overlook. Here one m.i
tipeneil at OH'' to 70'c, sold off tn s. e all sorts or armor-clawar craft in
stages of construction, from
70ic and closed at 7O07Oftc. Sep- various
snub-nosetember corn opened at 4KKc to 4HV. the
submarines to the $7 sold oiT to 47c ünd ( losed it 4ÜV.I c. 000,001) battleships.
September
Each of the several beaches close hy
oats opened at 304r to
M-sold off to
and closed at the exposition Is worth n visit, as a dip
In the surf will be one of the delights!
of the trip to every visitor. The beach
the Metals.
New York. Aug. 17. Copper was ii the grounds Is as line as anyone of
firm ami unchanged In the local mar- them and perfectly safe for bathing as
ket With lake quoted at $18.62'i there Is no undertow In Hamptvi!
IS. 7.'.; electrolytic, at $1 K.37Hf 18.50; Roads.
lasting, at ls.nc.i 18.25. The London market was 5s higher at 83 15s
The-- Gold
Hule Dry Good. Co.
6d for s.x.t and 83 15s for futures. Cash Clearance Sale begins
I. id was higher
In the London August 9th. Great bargains Thursday.
to be ha j
market losing at 17 13s 3d. LoGar- cally It was unchanged at $5.75. Spel- In Women's Ready-to-Wee
Read our large
ad
ler was unchanged at $6. 00 6.10 lo- mtntt.
cally and 26 15s In London. Silver, In this pajier and see the bargains in
Women's Suits. Skirts nnd Waists.
CHc Mexican dollars. 50c
Money Talks.
Karmas (lt Uvc Mock.
Kansas City. Aug. 17. Cattle
2.000; market, slow and steady.
Native steers, $4.00it'6.40; southern
steers, $2.76114.00;
cows,
southern
;ooi things TO BAT.
$2.00 it 3.25; native r ows and heifers,
$2.S05.00; Blockers and fseders,
itiiLerv Department,
$2.0i 4.60; bulls, $2.00fj 3.25; calves,
rst great convention

be HMd In the west.

P. F. McCanna, Mgr

Us

Ye.-;rda-

-

;
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DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS
AND JOLLY GOOD FELLOWSHIP

6

Horse Racing, Baseball, Relay Races, Ladies'
Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

RECKLESS RUSSELL
The One Legged Wonder, in a Thrilling Leap for Life form a
Hundred-foo-

PROF, KING, HIS WIFE,

PREE!
In

Platform.

t

pR

AND MONKEY

Their Startling Balloon Races and Parachute Drops

WESTERN AMUSEMENT CARNIVAL CO
on
Including
Free
Every Day and Night
Events

Shows and

Up-to-Dat- e

the Streets

Poultry Show, Baby Show, Jersey Stock Show, Trades Display, Flower
Parade, Sheep and Wool Growers' and Retail Merchants' Conventions

yswawejiww
WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PERIS
SON WHO iS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
OR BOARDING PLACE?
YOUR

ADVERTISEMENT

JOURNAL

IN THAT COLUMN OF THE MORNING

I

ei

FALL SEASON

,

t )

On

light-hous-

-

.

j

two-pag-

4.00;.

Hheep
receipts,
1.000;
market,
strong. Muttons. $4. 35ÍÍ 5.75: lambs.
$.007 0; range wethers, $4.50iif
6.M; fed ewes. $4.00 ru 5.60.
Chicago Uve Stock.
Chicago, Aug. 17. Cattle receipts.
2,500.
Common to prime steers,
$2.75 9 (.76; cows and butchers, $2. St
04.70; heifers. $2. 096.25; bulls.

$2.00

4.40;

calves.

$2.00

7.00;

Blockers and feeders. $2.60 if 6.45.
receipts.
Sheep
6.000;
market,
steady. 8hecp, $4. 25O0.76; yearlings,

$4.0006.26.

St. Lnttl Wool.
St. Louis, Aug. 17. Wool market

steady and unchanged

W.

E. M AUGER

WOOL
Representing Ifauger

4k

11

i!

'

)

j

$

NINETEEN OUGHT SIX

i

Display and Sale
THE NEW FALL 1906

TIGER. SOFT

STIFF HATS

S31

In a dozen different styles, colors and shapes. The best hat manufactured at the prices $3.00

FALL SEASON

NINETEEN OUGHT SIX

LEMON MERINGl'E PIE
MAÑANA SHORT CAKE
PRACH SHORT CARE,

RUT CAKES,
DATE CAKES,
CHOCOLATE CAKE.
'

Off DISPLAY

SL

SALE

THE NEW FALL

Boston
Worth First Strert, nllh Resbe

ICOANUT CARE,

NOEL K "l 'A K E.
GERMAN CINNAMON CAKE
G i: It M A NCI N N A M ON

ROLLS.

APPLE i A KE.
COFFEE CAKE,
A FELL
ASSORTMENT OF
COOKIES, DOUGHNUTS, MAC- CAROON8, etc.
OUR CAKES ARE AS GOOD
AS CAN RE ORDER ONE POR
SI 'N DAY. DON'T POTHER TO
HAKE, THIS HOT WEATHER.

lll

(.IKK

I

ItV CO

"Good Tilingo in

I

ni

I

M

I A

Bevel

11)06

Zt

gj

S

E
E

In Single and Double Soles; Vid, Calf, Velour and Patent
Vici Leathers; Lace and Button Styles
The fsscnti.il feature of a Hartan Shoe is that it is made to fit
the Toot. Back of this is tlic amsfully selected leather and thfl
particular workmanship which makes that perfect lit last a;
long as the shoe. 4 j i
k
v
k

TA

TEffT VICI, $6.50

m

ALL HOAVS LEAD TO

SIMOJV
S TEWS
Clothier
'Railroad
Th

Money to Loan
Furniture.

Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as 110.00 and as high aa 1200.00.
Loans are auickiv made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In Tour
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshii) tickets to and from all
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms S rnd 4, Grant Bldft
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
SOB West Ralü-oaAvenue.
On

JBAKERIE8t
BREAD. P1H8 AND CAKES De
any
part of the clt7. wedlivered to
ding cakes a specialty: satisfaction
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Bakerv. 207 South First street
UNDERTAKERS.
A. BORDERS
City Undertaker.
Black or white hearse, $6.00. Commercial Club Building. Auto telephone,
316; Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque,
New Myexic v

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE One saddle pony; ono
saddle horse, one range and dishes
Inquire C. W. Hunter, corner Broadway and Copper av.
a 20
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cow. C. W.
Hunter, Broadway and Copper av. 20
211
FOR SALE. Open buggy.
Walnut or 501 S. 1st, after 4 p. tn. a23
FOR SALE. Good saddle
and
driving pony. Apply 621 S. Walter.
FOR SALE. One awning, one new
delivery wagon, one show case. In- qulre younls Brothers 1011 South
Second.
it a22
FOR SALE New set or Money
Weight at a bargain. Woman's Exchange, 401 W. Railroad ave.
A
FOR SALE
WAfTi
general merchandise store, doing good
WA NT ED
Position by
l.iiiy stenographer; thoroughly conver- business, In good country town; good
sant with all kinds of mercantile and reasons for selling; store building and
Box 54.
professional work.
It dwelling for rent or sale. P. O. Box
WANTED
$600 at 8 per cent; first 218.
FOR SALE OR LEASE Cattle and
mortgage; good security; new building. Box 132 City.
tfrater on
a29 sheejj ranches; permanent
WANTED.
Position by strong, patented lands and unlimited free
range
with grass at present knee high
willing boy of fifteen.
Work with
board and room preferred. Address and very little stock of any kind on It.
or call 7 1 9 N. 11th st. Mrs. Porter. Located in Sierra county. Address C
tf
To sell all kinds of slot C. Miller, Hillsboro, N. M.
WANTED
machines, both new and second hand.
FOR SALE At low prices, bedPenny Parlor, 21 6& S. Second St. tf room furniture, folding bed, mattressWANTED.
Dressmaking or sewing es, parlor suit, tables, etc., beginning
at home, or go out by the day. Prices Wednesday, August 15th, from 10 io
reasonable. 318 West Lead.
al8 12 every morning until sold. Come
WANTED.
One or two span of one early to 71 S Copper ave.
thousand or eleven hundred pound
drop-hea- d
FOR SALE Singer
mules. Address, S. J. T., Journal of- sewing machines. 3 and 4Grant bldg
fice.
al8
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
WANTED
To
loan money
n bne 'es at AlbumiernUa Carriage Co.
amounts to suit borrower. James F.
Brown, Room 14, First National Bank
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
building.
tf electric light and bath;
private entrance; no invalids taken. 607 North
Fourth st.
a20
GASOLINE EXPLODES
T Nicely furnished
FOR
REN
rooms; modern conveniences, Applv
820 South Third st,
a20
AND YOUNG GIRL at FOR
RENT Pleasant1
at 215 Atlantic ave. Apply 820
S. Third st.
20
IS FATALLY BURNED FOR RENT Pleasant furnished
rooms in modern house,
724 S. Se- -i

'cot-tag-

Mo., Aug.
St. Louis,
17.
Tin1
explosion of
gasoline in a ttOVS
Upon Which Miss Margaret McLaughlin was cooking the evening meal at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
Christy, 1400
üolsemenue avenue,
East St. Louis, last evening, set Are
to the house and also to Miss McLaughlin's clothes.
Mrs. McLaughlin's cries for help brought Mrs. John
Ogelsty and Mrs. Charles Morris,
neighbors, who envelojie.l the girl In

e

Central Station for Good Dressers

e,

I

cond st.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping.
115 S. Sixth.
Call at noon or even ng.
POR KENT Well built;
modern
adobe of four rooms; near shops; $12.
Wooton & Myers, 08 V4 Gold av.
a20
I

FOR RENT

Three-roo-

furnish-e-

m

d

house.

106 S. Broadway.
FOR RENT Modern housekeeping rooms. 423 S. High st,
si 1
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished,
rags and smothered the llames In her
garments. Mrs. Ogelsby telephoned large front rooms In Garcia building
for a physician and Mrs, Morris put Fifth and Railroad; reasonable rent lo
out the Are In the kitchen, and also permanent people. Apply afternoons, tf
threw the gasoline stove out of the
FOR RENT.
modern
door.
house.
Dr. E. N. Wilson, 406 S.
Dr. Applewhite, the attending phy- Arno.
tf
sician,
stated that Miss Mclaughlin
FOR RENT One
was burned about the face, he:
house,
and
hands, and that because she iiad in- furnished or unfurnished. W. V.
116 W. Coal.
haled the flames and fumes from the
tf
gasoline her recovery was doubtful.
FOR RENT One
double
house, furnished or unfurnished.
W.
Mistakes Are Costly.
V Futrelle, 116 W. Coal.
:f
Our Statement Ledger System not
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
only prevents many mistakes, but
saves time and worry. We know, Mr. housekeeping, $12. 218 W. Lead av.
Retail Merchant, you would be interFOR RENT
room;
Furnished
ested if you understood the system. large closet, bath, electric lights, etc.
Lit us explain it to you. Auto 'phone 713 W. Silver ave.
f
ÍH.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 612
H. S. Llthgow & Co.,
M. Second st.
tf
Bookbinders.
Journal lluilding.
FOR RENT Storage room. E. W.
Fee, 602 S. First st.
Fu-trcll- c,

FLEISCHER

Estate and Loans. Fire
Insurance. Surety Bonds

FOR RENT

ooms at

Auto

HMMM 328

111 H S. Second St

on highlands, close In.

brick; bath, electric
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras

$2, 60

close In.
$2,000

new brick cottage.
Eighth St.; adobe outbuildings
$2,100
modern brick cottage;
bath, electric lights; good locution
$2,100
brick cottage; bath,
electric lights; N. Second St.; $850
cash, balance on time ut 8 per cent
$1.850
brick cottage, good
1'ghts. lot 60x142, in Highlands.
12,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
j4"OQ0
Two good houses, 6 lots,
ireen, room lor iwo more
sha
hnnsesf close in; N. Sixth street.
jnodern adobe, well
$2,250
built, nicely amanea, targe grounds
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubbery. Fouth ward.
frame dwelling, on
$2,200
tnnz, nnt
corner close in, lot
shade trees.
A fine piece of business property (or
N.

-r-

Pleasant

316 S. Third st.

PROFESSIONAL

Real

brick; bath
cellar, electric lights cement walks

fl

ig

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

S2.700

HAfifAJ SHOES

VICI KID. $5.50

ejMBawfSh

FOR SALE.

B

A

l

Avery

I

MALE HELI WAJtTaTO.
Men Our Illustrated
WANTED
catalogue explains how we teach barber trade quickly by practical experMoler Barber
ience; mailed free.
a23
College. Denver. Colo.
Two dairymen.
Muit
WANTED.
Matthews' Jersey
be good milkers.
a.20
Dairy.
WANTKD. Six bridge carpenters,
$3; 5 painters, i 3. 20 laborers, native
Inquire Abraham's
or white.
alg
Agency, 120 W. Silver,
Bright boy to work In
WANTKD
office, some knowledge of shorthand
and typewriting nereseary. Chance to
learn good business. Address P. U.
box 218.
WANTED
Four bellboys at th.'
tí
Alvarado, not under 14 years old.
A hrst-claWANTED
barber at
Gallup, New Mexico. Guarantee $1S
per week, at Page hotel. Address
Robert J. Burk.
A hustler to take orders
WANTED
for "Spencer's seedles apple trees."
Easy work. Call at 124 S. Walter st.
or at office of George W. Stubbs for
tf
full Information;
bookkeeper:
WANTED First-clas- s
one familiar with Spanish-speakin- g
people preferred. Address A. H. Hilton Mercantile Co., San Antonio, N. M.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and nil trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 W. 3llver ave., at Elite restaurant. 'Phone 379.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
A rood girl for general
u'antkü
housework. Call at 11 9 S. Walter st.
WANTED
Ladles Our catalogue
explains how we tench halrdressing,
manlcuYtng, facial massage, etc., in
short time; mailed freo. Moler Cola23
lege, Denver,Colo.
Young lady as ap
WANTED.
prentice in our millinery department,
Apply at the Economist between 9
a!9
and 12 a ni.
Lady
piano player.
WANTED.
Penny Parlor, 216M S. Second St. tt

A.

d

$2.50

!

d
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ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE Di ADVANCE

first-cllas-

-

i

ADVERTISEHS

ss

É

tory' has been made than tn
other
section of like extent in the new
More delegates to the convention of world. Those who contemplate a visthe sheep and wool grow era of New it to the exposition next year would
In the meantime to get oat
Mexico.
It Is a familiar part of the do well
their maps and read up more or le.s
morning mail of President Luna of on
American history. Even the bc-- t
the Fair association these days. Every Informed Americans will find, upon remail brings additional Jim of accred- viewing the history of our national deited delegates until It begns to look velopment, new Items of interest in
as If every city and town In New connection with the soli of Virgin. i
Mexico would be represented In the which will add to the enjoyment of the

s CLASSIFIED

R

furnished

it

CARDS.

W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
First NatlOi.al bank bulld-In- a
Albuaueruue. J, M.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HU8T
Room
N. T. Arlmtlo Bids.
Tuberculosis treated with Hitch Frequency Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
m- - Trained
Í,
nurse In attendance.
Iloth phones
DR J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
Aipuouerque. N. It.
DR. J. B. BRONSON
Homeooathlc.
Physician and Suraeen.
Koom 17 Whiting Block-.

Office in

6-- 8.

U

It

W. G. SHADRACH

Practice Limited

Eye, Ear. Nose. Throat
Oculist and Aurist for Santa
Fs coast
lines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
Hours
to 1 a. m- o 6 p,
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT

Ln

Dental Surgeon.
and 16 a runt rwv v
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Automatic Phone ill: Colorado. 164.
E. J. ALGER. D. D. 8.
Offices: Arlmlto hinpk nnnml!.
den Rule. Office hours. 8:n a. m. ta
sale.
12:30
m.: 1:20 to S o. tn. AutoSome good ranches tor ssle close te matic d.
telephone 4(1.
Aonoln'ments
city.
uy, innn.
brick cottage, bath niaur
$2,600
L.
DR.
B.
BRVIN
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 6(1'
Dentist
142; N. Second street.
Auto
61. block. ver
frame, new, barn Rooms 20 and 22.Phone
$1.300
Whiting
shade tress, city water, high locaLearnard and Llndemann.
tion.
$2,000
frame cottage, bath
ARCHITECTS.
etc.; 8. Amo street
fTW:
$1,000
frame cottage, bath, V. O. WA
ORD
electric lights, close In, easy terms
Architects.
4
4$
and 47. Barnett Building.
double houses, close In, in Rooms
$6,600
Both 'Phones.
come $80 per month; a good investment. Half cash, balance on time at
CIVIIL ENGINEBRS.
$ per cent.
$2,600 I room frame, bath, electrtt PITT ROSS
City Engineer.
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142,
Dealer In Lund Scrip; Attorney be- fourth ward.
.
I
fore nlted States
frame, near shops.
11,300
frame dwelling with
R 'om 18, Armljo Block.
$2.7dt'
modern conveniences; well built 8. J. R. FARvV
Amo at.
Money to Loan m Good Real Estate Room
Rooms

16

--

Land-Office-

t

Low

tultf

m
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Watch Albuquerque Growl
With the contemplated and assured improvements Albuqueique is bound to become the largest and liveliest city beresidence lots in
tween Los Angeles and Kansas City. Now is the time to buy some of those beautiful
University Heights at from $25 to $150 per lot; only $5 down, $5 a month, no interest. Free auto ride to properly

GUNS

50-fo-

Redoubtable Arizona Marshal
Believes There Is Likely to
Be Some Fun Down on the
Border Before Long.

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

B. P. Daniels, United States marshal
at Tucson, who Is in San Francesco,
foresees trouble along the Mexican
border. The Americans In Mexico a,.id
the native population have not been
Kitting along amicably during the last
few months, and there Is a good deal UNIVERSITY
r friction.
Threats have been made
by the Mexicans that, unless the Americans leave, there will be uncomfortable developments.
Daniels is a fine type of the old fronFOR OPENING
tiersman, bronzed by the desert sun,
and straight as an arrow. In addition
to this he has the manner of a man
who has opinions and Is not afraid to
express them.
MONDAY
"The Mexicans down across the
border bear the Americans no love,
he said to a reporter in 'Fr'sco. "Thoy
have posted signs In many places
warning them to leave the countiy
Already Exceeds
and threatening dire things if they re- Enrollment
main. The Americans beat them in
That of Last Year and Regbusiness and are able to hold their
own in gunplay. The Mexicans threaten revenge, and the Americans are
istrar Expects Large Inpreparing for fun.
"During the last few weeks a large
crease in Attendance,
amount of firearms have been smuggled across the border, and more are
being sent there through the express
Prof. C. R. Hndgin, registrar of the
companies. When the Mexicans start university, is having a busy time
the game they will find the Americans these ilays. He is taking the enroll
ready to take a hand in it. More than ment for the coming year In the unilikely they will get as good as they versity and he is having more applicagive, if not more. The Americans tions than ever before during his condown there are somewhat of the same nection with the institution.
mind as those who settled in Tex is
"The members of the faculty are all
originajly.. Events are happening just here anil the students are returning
mey
nappeneu
as
men.
augui
The rapidly," said Professor Hodgln yes-.ex leans may find that they have m;n terdny.
"We will be ready to begin
like Nam Houston to contend with, anil work Monday morning when the
e
first thing they know they will lege year opens. Since Mav 11, when
be minus a province.
the last college year closed many sub- Improvement! have been
"There is a stir all along the fron- - stantlal
tier, and the 'bad men' of Arizona and made on the campus. The two new
Texas are oiling up their Colts and dormitories are nearlng completion,
getting ready for the fun. They will and the girls" cottage, remodelled and
be over the border at the first whiff with larger accommodations, will le
uf 'powder and eager for a thrill, ready for the opening day. New class
Things have been rather quiet on the rooms have been provided for the
border, dance halls and faro being; new instructors the electric light
a bun l the only amusements of those Plant Is being connected, and while
fevered souls, and they are thirsty for the boys' dormitory will not be ready
adventure. The rumor of the doings 'for a short lime, temporary arrangt
across the border has put new life In ments will be made for them until
their building is completed. The atthe population."
tendance, both from Albuquerque and
the territory will be considerably in"THE SPECIAL SALE THAT
creased.
COUNTS."
"Registration begins at 9 o'clock
Attend the Golden Rule Dry Goods Monday
morning and students will do
Co.'s, Cash Clearance Sale. Thursday,
(o remember that a fee of S1
August 9. Only lasts ten days. well
be charged for late registration.
"Make hay while the sun shines." will"President
Tight is exceedingly busy
Gtat reductions In every depart- just now nirecnng
a large numner or
ment.
men
are
working In various ways
who
'Money Talks."
on the campus.
Everything will be
Visit our new clothing department ready
We
for the opening Monday.
for men and boys.
are going Into the new year with every
reason to expect It to be the most
Tally-h- o
mountain excursion to successful In the university's
morning.
Cuino Glencoe, Sunday
i 4 fit : ij
Hound trip and dinner $1.25. Tickets
al7
at O'Rielly's, 4 p. m. Saturday.
SILVER CITY BOYS
If toé need a carpenter telepbone
HAD FINE TIME HERE
II. molden. Auto Phone 580.

HEADY

col-th-

.

.':,

OFFICIAL CALL FOR THF
REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE

ot

riiptnin Wblltt Writes of
Hon of Southern

hls-tors-

Approoia

Militiamen.

Down Town Office:

Fill Ml

119

South Second Street, First National Bank Building

Ar a special inducement

EVERY

DISTRICT IN

to those who are anxious to have a (las Range, yet
are postponing buying till next year, we are making
this offer, JOOO till August 20th.

University of
New Mexico

W MEXICO
Unusual Interest Being Displayed In All Sections for
Honors In This Department
of the Fair,

Opens Monday, August 20

Detroit Jewell Gas
Range No. 5216
$21 OO

Detroit Jewel Gas

TERMS: $3.00 caifa and
$4.00 a month for four
months.

TERMS: 15.00 cash and
$3.."tt a month for five
months.

Range No. 25

16

$22.50

FREE PLUMBING

Whether it Is the unusual prosperity which prevails everywhere In the
rural districts of New Mexico, whether It Is the growing Interest in the
Territorial fair, or whether It Is a
combination of the two It is difficult
to say; but it is certain that the interest In the fruit and grain conteats
for this year's New Mexico fair, now
so near at hand, has never been
equalled before. From every county
01 New Mexico without exception, arc
coming Inquiries as to the condition
of the
of the contests, particularly
fruit department, and it seems likely
now that for the first time In the history of the territory every county will
be represented in this department at
the fair next month.
Lincoln county men are taking an
The manager Is In
active interest.
correspondence with fruit growers In
(Irani, San Juan and Otero counties.
Requests for information have beep
directed to President Luna from Rio
Arriba county, and Valencia county in
to be represented with a big display.
The Mesilla valley will be here again
this year with a display and the indication! now are that the fruit shown
at this year's fair will be plentiful
enough and fine enough to make a
creditable exhibit at a world exposiA considerable display Is
to
tion.
come from the Pecos valley and It
Is likely that both ROSWell and Carimbad will be represented.
The additional prizes offered for fruit this year
have undoubtedly served to Increase
Interest in this department and to
tusrtfy the belief of the management
that people would respond to encouragement in this direction.
A Handsome Prize for the Babies.
SHU another handsome prize for
the baby show has come to the manager, Arnold, Constable & Co., the famous silk and linen Importers of New
York, Paris and Manchester, have donated a pair of baby blankets to be
used RS a first prize.
The blankets
were donated through Mr. B. Spitz if

IKetstrar,

C . E. Hoáqtn.

THE JAFFA GROCERY

CO.

1

VEAL LOAF.

CHICKEN SAI, AD.

Lyllian Leighton
Stock Company

P ITATO SALAD,
B HLEÜ TONQUES,
BOILED HAM,
CHIPPED HF.HF
N

n

"Good Things to Rat."

The Intense

Itching

characteristic

TODAY!
STRATED SONGS.

TODAY!

S.

FEE'S

CANDY
DRUG STORE.

HOME-MAD-

E

Simla Ee Branch

;

i

l

n

i

.

AMI SENSATIONAL
MELODRAMA

THE

TRACEY

OUTLAW

AT
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ROCNDDS OF

FIRED DURING Till'.
PERFORMANCE

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

m.
m.
m.

m.
m.
p. m .
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.

i i
Every'
Amateur Contest Held
Friday Night, and Cash Prizes all points

Awarded the Winner!
and Bladder Troubles

mm
mm

RELIEVES IN

10, I90B.

Westbound
8:30 p. n

.

Ar..

Santa Fe
Española
Embudo
Baranca
Servilleta
Tres Piedras
. ... Antonlto
. ... Alamoss
Pueble
Colorado Springs
Denver

.Lv
Lv

.Lv
.Lv
.Lv
.Lv

.Lv.,
.Lv.

.Lv..
.Lv.,
.Ar..

Lv.

.

. 1:28

Lv.. .12:28
Lv., .11:88
Lv., .10:29
Lv.

8:10
8:40

Lv
Lv

Lv.

..

Lv.--

..

Lv

m

.10:00

.11:06
9:40
7:00

m

on Creede branch.

Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
A. S. BARNEY, Agent, Santa Fe,
HOOPER, G. P. A. Denver.

S. K.

We RIO GRANDE LVMBEH COMPANY

ALL URINARY

DISCHARGES
Each Cap
'sute be arsfMIDY
the BMMMbf
Jtewarc of countrrfcti
For Ralo
by all luí, ,!

N. M.

leeeeee3e.e.Oe

$

24 Hours

i

Infective December

Connections At Antonito for Durango, Sllverton and Intermedíate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo nnd Intermediate points via either the standard
gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal Gorge, also for

-

EAT JAFFA'S KHACK CREAM
Lieutenant L W. Calles, of
READ.
For Kidney
tf
Convention Not Likely To Be Held
who had charge of the ar- I. Ilfeld A Co., who Is now in New
I mil Alter the Territorial Fair.
rangements for the reception tend 'i d York.
Advertising Car Makes a Hit.
the returning militiamen
here on
MEN AND W0MER
Monday, has received the following
Having done Cerrillos, Lamy and
hhalrman H. o. nursum. of the Re- - note
Um Hi,; 41 for unnatural
from Captain Colin Neblitt of Santa Fe, the advertising car is makeommlttee, left! the Silver
4
lu1illcan Territorial
Inflammation
ing Its way northward, headed for Las mfm QwarautrM V i; hftrxoft,
City company:
i't ii ur ulcorntlou
for lii home in Socorro last night Hon. Louis Galles,
Albuquerque,
Vegas.
n.,i M irlctura.
and
the
Raton
lint
Sa.
Colorado
of
nionibruna.
J
who
mucuui
3j
oalMirloa
niter a Bay here. Mr. Bursum,
N. M.:
In Santa Fe the car created a sensaj
l'linlcai, Kll'l LOt ;t.i
PájHEtVtltSCHlMICAlCO.
- (....
has just Issued the call for the meetMy
i m ur
I want to tion.
Mr. Galles:
Dear
people
cirthought
a
The
llv
ing of the committee, to he held thank you for the royal manner in
had come to town and they W( "'
or sMint In rlain wrnppar
hpr mi September 5, said he did not which vou entertained the boys of cus
nearly correct, although the crew obty
i.l fot
t,
believe the convention would be he'd Company D In Albuquerque, on their jects to being called a circus.
"
81.01 or i Mill
Mr.
He return from the encampment.
They McManttt writes that he has had a
until after the Territorial fair.
ItftnUliaf coo- - M lunn w
was not nrepared to say where the will always have a warm spot In their pleasant trip and that fair paper Is
committee would deckle to hold the hearts for Albuquerque and her good Scattered all over the scenery from
convention.
citizens and especially for Lieutenant Lamy junction to the Tesuque pueblo,
The nl'llclal call follows:
Galles.
He is going to paint all northern
Central
Republican
Headquarter
If at any time we can be of service
a deep Vermillion before he
Mexico,
santa
New
Committee of
to you we are yours to command.
returns.
IV, X, M., August 16, 1906.
Very sincerely yours,
A meeting of the members of the
COLIN NHBLF.TT.
POLITICIANS IN BITTER .
Republican Central Committee of New
August 16. 1906.
.Mexico is hereby called to assemble
FIGHT
at th' Commercial club In the city of
FLAGSTAFF
Albuquerque at 10 o'clock on the
B,
September
morning of Wednesday,
of calling and
HlOfi for the DUrOOCe
Los Angeles, Aug. 17. A llspat ii
..........
netting a dav for the meeting of the
to the Examiner from Flagstaff, Ariz...
iwiflu xfitiMi in i
republican convention to nominate a!
YOl'Nt; HENS,
says:
"nniH-1a.t- r
fordelegate to the 60th
RROILKHS.
District Attorney Ashurst of C vieolnawwi of the United States, and to
TURKEY,
nillo county has begun war on an intransact such other business as muy
SWEETBREADS,
trenched ring uf (rafters, County Re- properly come before the meeting.
REEF riLIiET.
corder Hlbben, leader of the gang, this
Proxies will not be recognized un-- 1
Try our Home Mnde Cooked
morning Informed Ashurst thai mil '
les held by citizens of the nam"
rornetl B"er, Reef TosigMS and
Ashurst let up his prosecutions an
who
member
Which
the
county of
nothiUK
i'lilli Bauge, There
suits against the ring, he, Hlbben,
a
citizen.
proxy
is
gives the
letlcr.
would publish a defamatory affidavit
Every member of the committee is
against Ashurst. Ashurst then an I
urgently requested to be present In
there denounced Hlbben as a liar and
person, as matters of great moment
a CQWiird.
in the people of the territory and to
Later In the day Ashurst met llib-beparty, will be dis-- 1
the republican
and Editor Funston of the Sun
ussed, considered and disposed of.
and the row began. Ashurst again deH. O. BURSUM, I'halrman.
Xo IWMl Shop.
fied them both and Hlbben pointed a
C. V. SAFFORD. Secretary.
Our bread Is made In the Litest Imat Ashurst's stomach. AshUMl
The membership of the committee proved buker shop In the territory. pistol
was unarmed, but continued
to Je
is us follows:
Is strictly sanitary. Soc-ltimethod
Our
nounee them both, charging them wi ll
Bernalillo county. W. S. Strieker.
Is believing.
Come and see for grafting and
embezzlement.
F. A. Hubbell; Chaves county, E. A. yourself at the
The end Is not In sight, as Ashurst
Cartoon, J. M. Ilervey; Colfax county,
BAKERY,
PIONEER
possesses
the greatest personal courJ. Van Houton, J. Leahy; Dona Ana
207 South First St.
age.
county, W. H. H. Llewellyn. IT. P.
Intense excitement prevails. The
Unit; Bddy county, A. N. Pratt, L. o.
PIXE PEACHES, PEARS, PLUMS denouement
by the excame abou
Fuilen; Grant county, W. H.
;'
AT MALOV'S.
AND
APPLES
-posure of the ring's methods in the
R. M. Turner; Lincoln county.
Enterprise.
Phoenix
O. W. Prlchard, W. S. Brady; Leonard
liody
Identified.
Woman's
Wood county, F. I). Morse, M. C. de
Santa Herbara, Cal., Aug. 17 Ch'cf
Baca; Luna county. J. W. Hanlgan, of Police Ross of this city, recehrnd Stomach Troubles and Constipation
No one' can reasonable hope for
T. A. Carr; McKlnley county, Steve word Inst night from the Los Angela
good digestion, win n the bowels are
Oknavan, Gregory Page; Mora county, detective department thnt an
Mr. Chas. Raldwln, if
Crlsloval Sanchez, Juan Navarro;
leter has been received stat- constipated.
Otero county, W. D. Tipton, o. D. ing the unidentified body of a murder- Edwardsvllle, 111., says: "I suffered
W.
A.
county,
E.
Curren,
constipation
chronic
and
Cadv; Quay
ed woman found a week ago today 'n from
several
troubles
for
F. Buchanan; Roosevelt county, W. the canyon, near Santa Monica, was stomach
K. Lindsay, C. O. Leach; Rio Arriba that of Mrs. Clara Armstrong, of this years, but, thanks to Chamberlain's
county. V. Jaramlllo, Alex Reld; San- city. Horace Lawn, a brother of Mrs. Stomach and Liver Tablets, am alWhy not get a packdoval county, E. M. Sandoval, E. A. Armstrong, states that she left horn most cured."
Miera;' San Juan county, C. V.
ago and that she age of these tablets and get well and
weeks
four
about
Granville Pendleton; San Mi- was engaged to marry "Posey" Hor-to- stay well? Price 25 cents. Samples
guel county, Secundlno Romero, J. 8.
free. For sale by all druggists.
who found the body.
Clark; Santa Fe county, E. C. Abbott.
county, F. W.
J. E. Income; Sierra
A Counter Proposition.
;
Socorro coun
Winston. W. H.
Duplicating counter sales books nr
Tiros
Elfego
Baca;
ty, H. O. Bursum;
needed by every retail merchant. Our
county, Malaqtilas Martinez, T. P.
prices are right. Let us show you
Martin; Torranre county, J. Franco!
samples.
county,
Charles:
Martin;
Union
II. S. Lltligow A Co.,
V- Gallegos;
Rchlater, Kufraclo
Copyright 1906
Journal Building.
Bookbinders.
Carlos Baca, Soli- lencla county,
I Th Houo of Kupponhelmar
mon Lunn. Member of the committee'
NEW SWEET POTATOES AT MAat lunge, W. J. Slaughter. Santa Fe.
LOY'S.
No uncrrtainty ; no lone; waiting for
Executive committee Eugenio Romero, W. G. Sargent. W. H. Newcomb. results. Apply llagan' Magnoliuiíalm
THERE are neoDte reading our Por
T. D. Burn. Max Frost, David M. ta vur face and you'll have u smooth,
Rent column today who would make
Luna,
Solomon
Kelly.
White, H. W.
teslrable tenants for that vacant house
girlish complexion. It is a delicately
of yours.
There will be tomorrow
T, B. Hart. T. S. Hubbell. W. E. Mar-- 1 perfumed liquid which puts youthful
too: and there Is time enough for you
tu, Martin Lohman. H. J. IJagerman,
lirgin to apage
of
where
signs
beauty
to get your ad In that column tomorHarry F. Lee. J. F. Chaven, Levi pear. Clears the skin ol frrckks, pimrow. It should have bean in toda.
Hughes.
blemishes.
other
Sttllowucss
ples,
and
Officers H. O. Bursum, chairman;
MORNING JOURNAL
n V. Hufford. secretary; Jrtse D. Sena,
WANT ADS
Luna,
assistant secretary; Solomon
BRINU RESULTS.
VXVVVVMVVWWWW
treasurer
tri--
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AM MUNITION

m.
in .

7

G. SYSTEM
STATIONS

Kaslbound
11:00
12:51
2:11
2:00
4:02
4:32
6:45
8:30
3:00
4:35
7:80

SEC-

Night Work Is Expensive.
Loose leaf methods, special ruled
blanks and books do away with night
work, because those systems simplify
and condense the old style of bookkeeping. We are nouippi d to manufacture all klmls of loose leaf devices,
and do all kinds uf special ruling and
binding.
II. S. Llthcow & Co.,
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
WALTON'S

D.&R.

TONIGHT!

of salt rheum and eczema Is Instantly
allayed by npplying Chamberlain's
An a cure for skin diaeasi s
Salve.
this salve is unequalcd. For sale by
all druggists.

NEW Ililil
NEW PICTURES.
PENNY PAKLOlt. 216'
OND STREET.

The Albuq. Gas, Electric Light & Power Go.

I jUASINU InbAlfcnj

For Saturday in Mullóme Cooking Department.

i

To each purchaser of a Range will be given, FREE,
one year's subscription to one of the following maga
zine- - The Delineator, Good Housekeeping or Woman 'a
Home Companion. ') his excellent oiler will be closed
after Monday, AUGUST THE TWENTIETH.

dmmUíralion Hldg

S&sh and Doors

I

Flint and

Glu

Contractors' Materials

e

;

I H1KJ1 W

:::::

MAKUVM IL

Both Phone

eeMMeteer'rere-M-

New Clothing for Men
SLnd Boys

SamDSli
a.
m

I

AH the

n

J

X"w-com-

,

newest creations from 75he

Stein-Bloc- h

custom tailors are now displayed; $15,00 to $30.00
per suit.

I

Ask to

see,

them.

All the snappy Boys' Clothing from

&

Co.,

New York's most fashionable boys' tailors,

anon-imyo-

$5, $5.50, $6, $6.50 and $7 per suit.
J

Sam Peck
Inspect this line

We have a line of reliable Men's Suits, in

all colors,

Saf-for-

at $10.00, $12.00 and $13.50 the suit.

Bui-her-

A way
to look Young.

Don't fail to see them.

-

I

E. L.

,

Boys' School Suits, at from $2,50 to $4,00 per suit.

Washburn

Co

l
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column
Published by the
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.

D. A. If ACPIIERSON,

Prnldtnt,

W. S. BURXE, Editor.

H. B. HEXING,

City Editor.

Entered as oecond-rlas- s
matter at the poatofftce
under act of concreta of March . 1S7I.

at Albuquerque,

leading republican
the mohmmi journal is
of new mfxho, supporting the
principles of the
the
party all the time and the
methods of the
IJCAN PA I ITY WIIF.N THEy
RIGHT.
ahe

la

Ijtrgcr circulation tlinti any other

New

Issued

Mi-xlr-

eery

pnM--

r

day In tiu year.

In New Mexico.

N. U.

papf.h
hkpub-uca- n
11- -
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REAL ESTATE
NEW TELEPHONE
4

$20.00.
135.00.

i

---

in.

FOB SALE.
house In Highlands,
line Corner. $2, Run.
house in a good

CM

(

at once.
House and lot on P"ü'h Second St., be
tween Lead and C'.al avenues, at a

j

j

E. H. DVNBAR
Corner Oobl Anemic

l

nil.-Wher-

he-he-

KANSAS Is crying for help to save the corn crop, and despite the ravages
by ton frequent rains, Texas has
Of the boll weevil and the damage InfUct'-because of the scarcity of
he
picked
can
probably raised more cotton than
we get tired of having
whenever
us
that
shown
has
experience
lut
Mbor.
too much prosperity all we hnve to do Is to call the democratic pnrty back to
power. It wax barely two years from abounding prosperity under republican
to Coale'a army under Cleveland. It s a medicine that you ran rely upon.

& CO
TMr1 3trw

,nt

Something Entirely New!

.oolog ion!.

208

"The Reseivoir

Convicts at Heart.
Indianapolis Star.
Not at all strangely, the leader nt
the Charlotte lynchers was an
BVery lyncher
is a convict at
heart, because he is ugaiiuU the Ian.
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BCOXOftftCAL.

OMMENDED
PHYSICIANS
SOLI) ( iM.V

In-

$ 110,(100.00

Presiden! Joshua s. Raynoid.
Sol, i una. Albuquerque, X. M.; 0. r. Aiuswortli,
Vice Presidents
Phoenix, Arl..; R, J, Pulen. Santo I V. N. M.
Secretary and General Manager J, H. O'HIelly.
Treasurer IVunl; McKee.
Attorney
It. MfMltlen.
Medical Director Dr. 3. H. Wrath.
Executive Commlttet M, w. Ftournoy, A. B. McMiUen, Sol. Luna.
J, II. O'HIelly, Joshua S. Haynohls.
.

AN IMMACULATE
HAT! II KIM IS
s Joy in any hoiiSohold,
viy iiótftliig

of lis sanitary necessity. One of ih
chief lines of our iilninbinjr business is
the furnishing and installing of ba'li

COMPANY

tubs and washstahds connect
jyjjh
the water .supply and sewage, systei.i
by Ihe latest devices in piping. Q$Vi
free estimate of coat today.

& MYER

IN

-2

We carry the Finest Line af
Garden Hose in the City.

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company.

few
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i

REC-

NURSES.

i

'Phone, Black 144

Bald ridge's is the Place

RIOTE t

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

LEADING

BY

AM)

Colo. Phoné, H 284.
Auto. Phone 671
4 12
West Railroad Ave., Alhuquerau

Colorado

ICV

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

Alvarado Pharmacy

The

& Co.,

R. H.

First Street and

Avenue!,

Railroad

West

203

-

llow Not to Lou It.
Chicago News.
What the suvIiiks depositor needs is
a bank that is run as a bank and no:
us a feedbox for a sty full of h.of(iall
speculators.

6

J.fthst
BHLDRIOGE
6.street.
albuqukkqce, new mexico

tsoimi

THOS, F, KELEHER

Proprlet ,rs
Cold Ave

Hoth Phones

V

B

ILL S E
AND
spi:t l L jt

HARNESS

i

AT

L L O I It

8ADDLKS

PIUCE8

I

DAYS

l'OH THIRTTÍ

Don't Kick.
Washington I'nst.
There I nothing gained by rensu
lug the late (tUSOell Haf f"1'
v:l
accumulation of money, lie simply
kept thai much out of the hands at
the Morganfellers and Aatorbllto, The
people who are kicking would be no
better off had he died penniless.

Heavy' Concord Team Har$25.00
ness, per set

--

408 West Railroad Avenue
IfTAtiAnftl TiAfcífíí:ReHCH FtflftLE

No, She Saw n Mouse.
at
Louis

st.

1-

B.

Held.
will

11,000,000.00

three to ten ncrcs each;

Possible.

In Russia

AtlTHOniZKD CAPITAL
CASH PAH) IX

Special Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agents

small moches, rnnglng from
nil under
ditch ami under lilfih while of cultivation.
Also, desirable lots In the dlffem.t ad
ditions to the city.
We hnve several small cottages, well P
a
In, for snle on reasonable terms.
A

Not to Be Permitted.
Philadelphia Ledger.
There is some talk of dropping the
Hartje case, but Pittsburg feels thai
In the Interests of sanitation
such
lliliiK COUld not be permlttad.
A Wide

Alhiiiptcriiuc. New Mcsleo

WE HAVE FOR SALE

Douche"

Kansas City post.
The estate uf the late Bussell Sage
still grows. It is now $150,000,000
All the mattresses haven't been examined, cither.

Atlanta Journal.
Wonder If reform
chide iptlllnff

Home Office:

REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave

DEALERS

d,

eighteen feel long, and
Which cost $2,01)11. has been added to
the New York aquarium. We aupp mo
It Is to furnish milk for the sea urohi
Iris there.

IfétUMM

MILL

W00TT0N

A BeaCOW

Later

West Railroad Avenue

Arizona

LUMBER AND

THE SUPERIOR
PLANING

Immune.
A
switch engine In Cleveland
You
wrecked a train of milk cans.
c never heard of an engine wrecking a
Ex.
Want brewery wagon.

has gone for Bryan after the manner In which Maine
(iovernor Kent. Her two United States senators have been rally,
CKXAH
under the Nebraska banner for some months past, and as the
the other democratic politicians of the state always follow their ll.'
leaders the late convention whooped It up for the "Peerleaa" In great shape.
Here Is the resolution incubated by Culberson and Bailey:
"Resolved: By the democracy of Texas In convention assembled
that we have witnessed with gratification the cordial reception of that
great democrat. William Jennings Bryan. In foreign lands; that We rejoice
In his widespread fame and in. leasing usefulness to his countrymen; and
that this convention recommends that the state democratic convention
Of the State whit h will be hi Id to select delegates to a national convention Indorse him and Instruct Its delegates to support him as the nominee
of the democratic party for president in 190S."
Of course, there was no objection, hut It has been remarked as a
political fact not entirely devoid of interest, that Senator Bailey was not
In foot,
always so enthusiastic In his support of the Nebraska statesman.
ten years ago he would not even concede that Mr. Bryan was a democrat nt
all. He dei trad that the Chicago convention had "nominated a populist."
And he. in a pet, threatened to realjffl his se n In congress. But he recovered
from his disgust, took a new look around, and today Is supporting III
Nebraskun heart and soul.
Mr. Bryan has not, except to
Hus Mr Bailey or Mr. Bryin changed"
It doe I
become, as he himself proclaims, more radical than he was then.
not matter to him whether his principles are called popullstic or democratic.
He champions them with the utmost frankness, and announces that ho wants
no votes except on the strength of them.
What offended him In
The change, then, has taken place In Mr. Bailey.
Mr. Bryan when the latter first assumed the leadership of the democratic
party does not offend him today, although Mr. Bryan, In whatever he was
offensive then Is far more offensive now, with two hay seeds In his
there was only one before.
But Mr. Bailey Is not the only prominent democrat who Is looking:
through new spectacles. There are many others. They have been forced to
keep step with the man whose movement was a mighty sight too fast for them
at first. Old things, for them, have passed away. New things are here, and
aaem to promise the long sought control of the government. The way sinc e
Some democrats have not
119(1 has led through dry and barren places.
a green or luelous thing sine Mr. Cleveland, after dividing the pory
Into warring factions, took his departure for the academic shades of Princeton. They want to see the shade of an office, and hear the voice of a man
making up a pay roll, once again before they die. And If Mr. Ilrynn knows
the way, he Is their man.

7

s.

i

Solid for the Peerless

1 1

of

Ufa will he Bind 'o tffC esti
mates on anything from the mill
worl: of o home to making a
window screen and will gSMIM
satisfaction.

CHANCES.

H17RTNKSS

FRONT

Company
Life Insurance
fete Mexico ond

First St.

To Contractors

flood ranches near the city for ea'e
at reasonable prices.
Houses fot Rem,
Fire Insurance.
Rents Collector!. Taxes Paid, and
enllro cluirure tah'i; of j.ronortT for
residents nml

In Other Sanctums.

I

post-offic-

35c

Pints

OCCIVEJVTAL

pro-parc-

-

Record-Heral-

Both Telephones.

J. LOVE, Prop.
403 S.

VUt3 Ü U1LC

Fresh Lot Just Received,

THE BLUE

bargain.
house. t70 Mneks from
with two ds. House welt
furnished. This property la In ope
In fbi
of th,, best
citv
and Is for sale at $5.500.
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC
Brick house and lot on West Coal
12,600.
ave.; 5 rooms,
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 Iota, on
Having consolidated Ü Plioenl
North Second street,
end Superior Piulidos Mills, Hie
price, $2,650.
machinery being of lha latest debrick house, nearly new, modd
signs nnd best makes, we are
ern Improvements, at $1.160, on
North 4th street.
to do nil kinds of MILL
house, 'North Fourth street,
WORK nt a price never beforo
with S lots 75 xl42 feet, near In.
tempi Cd in New Mexico.
k
Price, 13, 00.

1

65c

28.

The Williams Drug So

N. M.

of mMI wi.rk a

Ifi.S

Ur

JS
A

specialty. The right place'
for good work at low price

A.

Reserved Sea's. 75c

ais on sale at Matsoii'r. after Tuesday, Aug.

Wagons

Planing Mill

Auto phone

Si

Quarts

Albuquerque
All kinds

Reserved

ff ClCIl

RAIN

Mitchell

for

ALHCOCEROl'E,

Six-roo-

i

Chicago

Apt

Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will sell singly or all, at a
bargain.
Large and small ranches for sale near
in. Tract of land on the Mesa, east
Of the cltv.
Some fine lots on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal avenue.
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
14 roniti3 In n fine location.
Lots and houses for sale In all parts if
the city.
Four acres of land In the dry limits,
with good house and stable, fruit
trees, etc.. In a fine location.
house on West Coal av.; up
to dato, jc.000.
Lot on West O oid av.. near Sixth st.
Corner Iron nv. nnd Edith st.,
house; modern: lot 7Í.X142 foot; fine
cement side valks goad stable. This
property will be sold cheap If taken

i.

aa

location

Gfncral Admission, 50c.
4$V

Eatahltahel 1ST!
AND

LUN1T1CS

For tlie Benefit of flie
Strung Cast of Characters.
Highland Methodist Church.

Putney

FEED. ELOUR

i,,

i,,

G. NIKISEV, MANAGER.

modern.

$2.250.

Cannon to the Front

TilK friends of Senator i'latt are preparing to give him a great reception
Some of them fMl that it may he his las,
at the coining state convention.
leader on such an occaalon, and they want to make it
aRpaa ranrf us
thoroughly gratifying to him and memorable in the politics of the state.
His age, his Impaired health, and the str nuou mess of the new times, marl;.
It Is thought, the i lose of his aitlve career. The pace Is now so hot and the
confusion so great that younger men are necessary to show the way.

.MM
L. B.

a

LOVERS

IIOCSF FURNISHERS. .NEW AND
WE BUY ROUSE-HOL-D
house, modern. Coal avenue. SECONDHAND.
GOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.

house, modern, S. Arno street
:l'5.uo.
3 -- room house, Lead av.vuie. $12.00.
house, Broadway, $0.00.
house. Lead avenue, $15.00.
room house North Fifth St., modern, $20.00.
room house North Fifth St.. $30.00.
room house South Third st.. $20.00.

--

ing Comedy

ave.

eoiffj

RATES OF INTEREST.
TOE RENT.
room and bath, modern; Coal ave.,
.23.00.
brick, modern. North Second
st. and It. una ave $35.00.
house, modern, Lead avenin',

Monday Evening, August 30, 1906
The Great Three Act. Laugh Provok-

M.

MONEY TO LOAN ON HOOD REAL
ESTATE SEO HI I Y AT MjW

WHEN.
When the bees have left the clover.
When the base ball game Is over.
And the umpire has recovered from
the shook;
When mosquitoes cease their drilling.
When the heat Is not so killing.
If you have to take a walk around
the block;
Win n there's no more of this chatter,
Which Informs you that the matter
With the climate is humidity, u it

The Morning Journal hna a higher circulation rating titan Is ajBWN
het.
t any other paier In Albuquerque or any other dully In New Mexico." The
Spite of summer's soft elation.
,
American Newepuiier Directory.
Without any hesitation.
You'll admit that autumn's might?
TEH MS OF SLIISCHIITION.
hard to beat.
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
fB.OO
Washington Star
Dully, by carrier, one month
ao
Dully, by mull, one month
SO
He Liked.
Kind
The
A traveler In China tells the folla
ALiu'guiiuui i:
MEXlCtl
NKW
Ing story:
Ha confesses a weakness
for ginger ale. Somewhere In the
B ITURDAY MORNING,
Flowery Kingdom he felt his thirst
AXt.l'ST IH.
beyond his power to control, so, g
Ing Into a prosperous
store where
a
foreign goods were much In evidence,
he asked for his particular drink. Mr
John Chinaman replied by asking:
"You likee ginger ale?"
"Ves. very much."
''YOU very
muchee llkee ginger
a
ala?"
masterful address by Sfienker ''.mnon, which was printed In full In
"Yes. very much. '
"What kind you llkee?"
columns of tin- - Journal yesterday murning. brlnKM forcibly to the
"Im orted ginger ale "
the fact that Uncle Joe" Is to be the republleun star of the
"Oh, you llkee import, d ginger
campaign.
In lose districts and in other districts his voice will he ale. Alice Ramee Watson's ginger al.
heard, and whiit he says will be accented as sound party doctrine. He Is not from Manila'.'"
"Yes, Watson's ginger ale I like
only familiar with the record but has helped to make It. and no man ft better very much."
"You llkee Watson's ginger ale?"
prepared to discuss every feature of It In the light of this year's requirements.
"Yes. give me a glass quick."
It is reported ihat organized labor Is to he asked to vote Offal not Mr.
"Ño have got." Life.
Cannon for
and that he will take up the challenge and (five his
The Voice of Conscience.
constituents an account of his stewardship as It relates to the questions which
When President Hadley. of Ya'.c.
l.i
Th'ls Is chara, (eristic of the man, anil was professor of political science there
the tu- leaders hive put forward.
likewise good politics.
Neither Mr. Cannon nor his party could afford to a student once 'offered him a poor
cuse for a bad examination paper.
shuffle even If so Inclined. The record Is made up, and Is the Issue.
Is it
Professor Hadley listened to Hie exacceptable to the votara? and does It entitle the republicans to another house cuse In silence. Then lie said, With a
grim smile:
of representatives.
"That excuse Is about as poor as th
The more closely it Is examined, says the Washington Star, the more one a criminal lawyer offered for hts
In a case that had gone hard
client
clearly we see that the addles of Organised labor Just Issued Is based upon
with him.
" 'Gentlemen of the Jury.' cried th's
the failure of congress at the recent session to enact an
law.
Labor's eggs are all In that basket, The laws that were enacted arc all is lawyer, eloquently, 'remember that mv
client Is hard of hearing, and tli.it
La DOT did not oppose any of them, therefore the voice of conscience apvaluable to labor as to other Interests.
nor does It criticize them now.
The more Importan! of these laws. Indeed, peals to him in vain.' " New fork
represent a public sentiment all but unanimous. Party lines in both houses of TrPJhne,
congress were obliterated "o fur as they were concerned.
The negro servant, who acted pa
As labor puts such emphasis upon it. therefore, we should, and shall, waitress, laundress, and so forth, had
ju brought into the dining room ill"
hear a frank (llacuaalOn hOW Of what is embraced In this movement fordessert, when one of the girls asked:
seen
Kdltlis
legislation.
Labor must define Its r ise through representative "Virginia, have you
fiance?" "Laws! I dnan' know, hoSO
oppose
channels, ami thoae who
such u law must reply.
fur, discussion ney," she replied; "hit ain't been in il
Philadelphia Record.
f wash ylt."
Certainly, upon the fat
has not been full nor particularly Illuminating.
things, the
demand put against all the work of the recent
session of congress seems overvalued.
In all that was gl inted labor was
In the one thing refused, labor's case was neither close.
duly considered.
A freer discussion was In effect Invited; and now
nor Irreparably Injured.
Trial by Jury,
that comes. There are two sides to the question, and voters before instructing From th Victoria (H. C.) Times,
it seems that trial by Jury, although
u house on the matter should hear both.
it has In the past endured the test and
we
day
we
know
more than
Before election
do now.
The next proved one of the bulwarks of popushall all
house will be hosen after ,1 campaign which should bring the beat men of lar liberty. Is itself on trial in the
l ulled Slates.
both parties Into the Ib id.

.

ciir

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

X

Globe-Democr-

woman delegate stampeded I'm
republlcai state convention in Idaho
It must have been that her hat was
not on straight.
A

mho. Good Points.
Cincinnati Com marcial Tribune.
Is
also to the credit of HushIt
Xukc that he never Will a life InsurI

-

I

One Silfe Trust.

Allanta Journal.
The Ice companies In the St.
are to be fined $71. DUO
apiece. It begins to look as If the only
safe trust these days were trust In lac
Lord,

ntE8

cold

DHl'fi

HOOT
STORK,

BEEIt

The Golden Hole Dry Goods Co.'s New
lot hlim Department.
We have Just added a new store
room 11x141 feet to be used excu- alvely for men and boys' clothing,
You are Invited to Inspect this ilne,
especially during our (.'ash Clearance
Sale, commencing Thursday, August
9.
For great bargains In men snd!
boys' clothing.

rule

EAT JAFKA'S KH.U'K CREAM
I All.
Hit
tf
dresi
blue
wearing
of
fashion
KANSAS papers claim that the London
to
Jeans
wear
blue
style
be
Things."
to
It
Does
used
That
"The
Shire
where
roa ta was stolen from Kinsas.
Our Cash Clearance Sale began:
ai receptions.
Thursday, August I, If you want
genuine bargains In silks, dress goods,
ONE of the Chleago papers ssys at least 115,000 Chicago women have linens, wash goods, etc., why come to
this snle. You will not he disappoint-And another paper obnerves Ihat ed at the Golden Hule Dry Goods Co.
ft the city for the usual summer trip
man or so occasionally leaves Chicago, aloo. much to the Irritation of the
Morning Journal Want Ada
Hora.
'.ring Resulta.

Out

.ttlMWTBDaTittH.
HlM. rihTAll Ktlftr tbt Si
EVíB KhOWN TOfAiL. Btfti
"i. ilurtranttspfl or llonry
Prnt
VVili
"i
ni tucio tiD trlV
wlien clfeTfd. Haiti jiii s Vrttt Iff jr Jrnc1t
rM
your
t,.
i
to
rul
IM)
MM
UNITFO MKDtCAl CO. , o, r UÉMVIrflt,
A

Sale

f

8..

Mk

'",,!

f

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

bv

MK.;
A N I) CHI LDR EN

OF OXFORDS

ance magnate.

GOOD
AT WALTON'S

Closing
W

M

I

:

N

Foil THE

We Want to illspi.se of every
pair before the opening of the
Fall season and have reduced
their price accordingly. Tie y
are an Investment that pay)
well In style, comfort and went.

Canvas Oxfords
St. !0.

Men's
now

fl.&O,

Men's Kid Oxfords $i.00, now
1.35.
Men's
Calf
now 32.2.V

Ogfordl

$H.ln.

K

iltl

W.

In

L

nam

AND
STAItLKS

TRANSFER

I irat Class Tnrnonta at Reasonable lUtes.
Old Phone
New Phone !22.

fords

Wool. Hales A PelU
a Specialty

Women's Canvas
fl.76, now 11.40,

Oxford'',

Kid Oxfords

2.00,

Women's Kid Oxfords

f.Cl,

Women's Kid Oxfords

$:i 10,

Women'..
now J!.3."i.
now

ai

:,

1

now

MUM.

2

Gro88,Ke!ly&Co

Women's Canvas (lx

tí Mi

We have them.

First National Hank

TRIMBLE & COMPANY

LIVDHV,

Ogfordfl,

ll.lt

la amnll.

by

Men's
Patent Colt
now SILOS.
t
now

and the cost

the J. B
O'HIelly Comiwnv.

AlhuqiHT ihc

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

It.M,

Is a necessity

u nroi'Fitorv

l Afi

Communication Made Easy
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Ii.iuls, Chicago,
and all poluta North and Eaat by the

El P&so

Southwestern System

Hock Island System
VFnAa

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Beat. The Only way wllii two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers,
HlnioR Cara, Chair Cars anil Coachea. For auy trip,
any t'mc TARF, THE SOUTil WESTERN.
any-wh-r- e,

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice I,lquor Eerred. A Good Ploor
to while awnr the weary nours.
All He Ptpular Oameo.
Keno every
Monday. Thursday ano Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BARNETT,
120 W Railroad Are.
Proorlrtoi
'"
'

s

veirffM.

,

.

lor

Full Pnrlhulars soe any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
enera! Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Paaa Agent

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

mm mm convention of the
SMS 5

ML IS

I OUf ED

SUNDAY

00

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18,

M. BERGER

The Sunday School

WboieeaM

I THE MILLS' NOVELTY CO I

Hour and Feed
A li E It

Empresa, "Moms Rest." "Gold Seal."
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Rose" Klour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley. Corn. Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Rex. Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oytter Shells, Chicken
Bone, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

Save for my dally range
Among the pleasant fields of Holy
Writ.
I might despair.
Tennyson.
The International Sunday School Les-

W

I

D

Lesson For
Tomorrow

SG000 L

1906.

or Placed on Commission

All Kiiuls of Coin Machines Sold

AmuseftKnt, Xickel ami Penny Machines

Large Profits

son.
Actor Believed to Have Eloped Mrs, Mary Foster Bryner, of Third quarter. Lesson VIII. Luke
August 19, 1906.
trill,
i 4 W. Copper Ave
Auto. Phone 62é.
With Prominent Woman ot
Hie .Judge, the Pharisee, and the
International
Association,
PaMtcM.
Two went to pray: or. rather, say
El Paso Is Finally
Heard
Will Attend Santa Fe
One went to brag, the other to hoped that His look and word might
pray;
be caught upon the sensitive plate ot
From in New York City,
memory.
One stands up close,
on
The dlseiples

n

Small Investment.

Call and Be Convinced

1

and treads

high.

Fails to Explain How Couple
Registered in This City at
Prominent Hotel As Mr, and
Mrs, Martin,
Raymond, Whltaker, the actor who
was alleged to have run off from El
Paso in company with Mrs. Carroll,
wife of a well known citizen of that
place, has at last been heard from.
Since the night the two are said to
have stopped at a hotel here a Mr.
and Mrs. Martin, nothing has been
heard from Whltaker, although Mrs.
Carroll sent a telegram from Chicago denying that she had left her

husband and saying that Whltaker
left her at this place.
Whltaker In a letter to the El Paso
Herald denies that he ran away with
Mrs. Carroll or that anything happened to compromise her in any way.
His letter follows:
"New York, Aug. 12.
"Editor El Paso Herald.
"Dear Sir My attention was called to the article in your valuable paper last evening. These few lines are
not written with any intent to excuse
or Justify my leaving your city so
suddenly, but to clear the good name
of Mrs. Carroll.
"The last of July I received a message from this city which demanded
my Immediate presence here. I did
not have tlmee to give Manager
Leake the necessary two weeks' notice; my business was private, so I
communicated with my father, statins
the case and asking him to send a telegram which would enable me to
leave your city immediately; he did so.
"Mrs. Carroll had informed me a
week previous she Intended
going
away. Upon the arrival of my telegram I in turn told her I had been
called home, deceiving her as I had
others, regarding my true destination.
without a thought of evil I proposed that we make part of the Journey together, for my last visit to El
Paso was not my first aequaintane
with Mrs. Carroll, but a renewal of
a friendship of years previous, when
she was a member of the profession.
"We had not thought of hiding or
running away, for the simple fact that
Mrs. Carroll remained In sight on the
depot platform until the departure of
the train; while there she met a member of the company and after wards
he spoke to me; I Informed him 1
would stop at the Angelus hotel.
"I left Mrs. Carroll at Albuquerque and continued my Journey.
"Regarding letters which we're stolen from my room, they were written
with the purest and most true motive that can inspire the heart or
mind of a good woman, a desire t.
advance me in the profession.
"Regarding her visits to the park.
I believe there were four in all,
twice
in company with other ladies, and
twice in her trap, when I accepted
her invitation to ride to the city.
"I am confident when this uncalled
for scandal reaches the ears of Mrs.
Carroll she will lmmediatelv rnr.,t-,- i
to your city and prove to those evil
u manual
mongers trie falseness of the entire affair.
"One other affair, the
manager, Leake, claims he has held
my trunk for debts. I owe nothing
in El Paso.
I worked five nights before leaving; my salary for those
nights covered all I owed.
the
presence of Mr. Dwyre and Mr. In
Oraas-b- y
I told Mr. Leake to pay rnv debts
out of money he owed me; he asked
me In the presence of said gentlemen
what he would do with the balance;
I replied, "Ruy wine with It."
If
these parties are the gentlemen
I
know them to be they will prove I
speak the truth.
"Managor Leake has no power to
hold my trunk or open It. I owe htm
notHlng.
He has not told the truth
about the money matters, he has stolen from my trunk, and I shall demand that said trunk be returned to
my present address.
"In closing will add that when matters are thoroughly sifted it will be
found that Manager Leake has nol
only made false statements regardimi
the story of my debts, but has used
the good name of one of your city's
most charming women to aid him in
his scheme of cheap advertising
"RAYMOND WHITAKER."
Don't Mo Blue.
and lose all Interest when help
reach. Herblne will make
that liver perform Its duties properly
J. B. Vaughn, Elba. Ala., writes.
"Being a constant
sufferer from
constipation and a disordered liver,
I have found Herblne to be the bet
medicine, for these troubles, on the
market. I have used it constantly.
I believe It to bo the best medicine
of Its kind, and I wish all sufferer
from these troubles
to know the
good Herblne has done mo." Sold by
J. H. O'RIclly Co.
The Golden Rulo Dry Goodfl Co.
Cash Clearance Sale began Thursday,
August 9. Great bargains to be had
Ready-to-WeIn Women's
Garments. Read our large ad in this paper and see the bargains in Women's Suits, Skirts and Waists.
Money Talks.
ar

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS.
The undersigned
is prepared
to
make tripe to and from the celebratad
JEM HZ, HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can be secured from
George H. Moore, No. 113 West Tiall-roa- d
avenue.
AMES T. JOHNSTON.

EAT JAFFA'S
P.

HEAD.

KHACK

CHEAM
tf

SMAIXEIt COATi HIIXS will be
the result of buying your supply of
coal for next winter of us now. For
the month of August we will sell
coal for stocking purposes at the
summer rate, both hard and soft
coal. Do not fail to take advantage
of this oportunlty as the price ad
vances Seotembcr 1.
W. H. 1IAIIN A CO.

Good Old Summer Time
Is the best season in which to change
your system Of keeping accounts In
bound books to the use of loose leaf
methods. You know the advantngc.
We make all sires and styles. Let's
talk It over.
Co.,
II. S. Lllligow
Journal Building.
Bookbinders.

The New Mexico Sunday school association will hole! Its sixth annual
convention at Santa Fe, September 5
and 6. .A very Interesting program is
being prepared, and a good attendance
Is anticipated.
Mrs. Mary Foster Rryner, of Peoria. 111., one of the field staff of the
International Sunday school association, will be present and give several
addresses on different phases of work
in th( Sunday school.
Those who
heard her when she was In Albuquerque two years ago. will remember
how Interesting and helpful her talks
were.
Mrs. Bryner will stop at Raton and
will speak on Sunday, Soptember 2,
ana after the convention she will go
to Roswell, where the Pecos Valley
Sunday school association, a branch
of the New Mexico association,
will
convene.
At Santa

Fe. in addition to the
regular program, plans will be discussed for employing a field secretary,
probably in connection with Arizona
and Utah. Such a worker would be
of great service to the Sunday schools
of the territory and the usefulness of
the association would be greatly Increased.
Those who contemplate attending
the convention from Albuquerque
should give their names to the secretary, F. W. Spencer, In order that
entertainment may be provided.
GROWING

IN POPULARITY.

The More People Know Xewhro's
the Better They Like It.
The more it becomes known the
It
Is
better
liked. One bottle sells two.
and those two sell four. Newbro's Her
plclde is what we are talking about.
It cleans the scalp of all dandruff, and
uestroymg the cause a little germ or
parasite, prevents the return of dan
druff. As a hair dressing It Is delightful, It ought to be found on every toilet table. It stops falling hair, and
prevents baldness. It should be US3'J
occasionally, as a preventive to protect the scalp from a new Invasion of
the dandruff microbe. Sold by leading
druggists. Send 10c. in stanms for
sample to The Herplclde Co., Detroit,
Mich. U. li. Brlggs & Co., special
agents.
Her-pleli- le

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.
NATIVE SWEET POTATOES,
NATIVE BLUE GRAPES,
NATIVE WHITE GRAPES,
'I JNG8TON K PEA
ES,
1 1

FREESTONE PEACHES,
CONCORD GRAPES,
ROCKY FORI) CANTALOUPES.
BARTLETT PEAR 8,
SICKLE PEARS,
PLUMS,
WAYEHM EIjON S
A

( .uara
oh id
FULL UNE OF VEGETABLES.
THE JAFFA GROCEKV CO.
"GoOd Things to Eat."
)

IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.
To rent for a term or years, the
new and beautiful residence property
containing about twenty rooms, in the
finest location in the valley, about one
mile from the city limits on the Lock-maranch. Attractive grounds and
surroundings
Also ten additional
rooms In contiguous cottages If desired. Ample stables and outbuildings.
Apply on premises or address Mis
Hi.ry Lockhart. Albuquerque, N. M. tf
rt

MORNING

JOURNAL

WANT ADS
BRING RESULTS.

NOW IS THE TIME TO STOCK
YOUR COAL.
We are now supplying our customers with both hard and soft coal

at the summer

price for stocking
purposes. This price will continue in
effect until September 1, when the
price advances. Take advantage of
this opportunity while ot lasts.
& CO.
W. U. II All

MORNING JOURNAL WANT
ADS BRING RESULTS.
If

a carpenter, 'clcpliouc
Auto. Phone 56.

you need

llcssclden.

EAT JAFFA'S
BREAD.

KHACK

CREAM
f

Where the other dares not send his
eye.

One nearer to the altar trod,
The other to the altar's God.

Anon.

Most
pictorial of parables!
On
background of temple these antipodal
worshipers live and move and have a
being. Jesus deals in no abstractions
or generalities, no vague ratiocination.
He Just personifies, Incarnates, con- creies truth. In the Pharisee one sees
the false and fruitless; in the publican the true and successful worshiper.
How true the Pharisee Is to his
name, which signifies "separatist."
He stands apart to avoid ceremonial
pollution, and to be more conspicuous.
He strikes an attitude.
He Is
statuesque.
He is in full regalia of
tallth and phylactery, He
"Stands up close, and treads on
high."
He gets as close to the holiest place
as a layman dares to tread. With
outstretched palms and upturned eyes
he begins his
before the
Deity.
"I thank Thee" that is a promising include.
But the next syllable
dashes us with disappointment.
He
does not recognize Ood as the author
of his good character or happy
He does not say, "but for
the grace of God I might be an extortioner, unjust, an adulterer, or a publican." Depreciation would hive followed
a sincere confession of grace.
He would have cried. "I am not worthy of the least of these Thy benefits,''
out naughtiness and presumption an
his characteristics.
He will fain con- fess the publican's sins for him as he
has none of his own to speak of.
He passes now from the denial of
gross sins to the affirmation of his
MM,
I.
' T...I.I.
' ,'.;..(,...
,
. V'
- i.V.
abstained from food every Monday
Though Moses only
and Thursday.
exacted a tenth of certain Items
In one's Income, he tithes all his annual gains. So. through supcrogation,
God is his dehtor. Superlative audacity? He poses there in absolute complacency before the holiness of high-eheaven.
This publican, this Inferior
has found his way to the tern- ile with a purpose.
It was no
common thing to see one of this class
on holy ground.
Whatever their
faults, and however numerous, hypocrisy was not one of them. They
did not pose as saints. Here was an
awakened sinner. lie had come up
the holy hill to get clean hands and
pure heart. He had faith In the
a
promises and provisions of the first
covenant of grace.
He stands on the opposite side of
the court from the Pharisee. Just inside the Inelosure.
He dares not
"send his eyes" toward the sanctuary.
He keeps smiting his breast with
gesture, and keeps crying In
an unprescribed
but noble collect.
"God be propitiated toward me. the
attempts
no palliation.
He
sinner."
He confesses, "I have sinned and done
evil." He is In the oblivion and
of penitence, only conscious
of the Eye that is on him from above.
He tries not the ever unwise expedient of comparing himself with others.
He looks at himself in the nerfeci
law. of Gfld, that mirror that has no
He is emptied of self
aberration.
and hungering and thirsting after
righteousness.
The
moral universe
would have tottered to ruin had he
not been filled. How long think you
It took for his Miserere to chord into
the hallelujah of salvation?
"I tell you." That Is
Jesus' own decision from which
there is no appeal. No one knows
what became of the Pharisee. Of the
par(y who thought so much of himself it is not deemed a matter of
Importance even to mention
his exit. But in the court of highest
heaven the Indictment against the
publican was ordered erased from the
record. Henceforth, because of his
penitence and faith, and through the.
mercy and grace of God. he was to
be accounted Just and righteous. The
way home and home Itself was transfigured by the luminous power of an
Inward experience.
Now follows what a little girl aptly
called "the children's gospel." Some
parents, knowing that Jesus was
about to leave the neighborhood, and
thai another opportunity might not
be afforded, pressed forward with
their little folks that they might reThey
ceive the Teacher's blessing.
H,-.-

i.i

the child's
consider It an Intrusion, the waste of
time that might be employed In the
Instruction of adults.
But Jesus encouraged their coming
In the immortal words which fix
the aplrltu.il status of
child-lifThey, and they alone, who
resemble them In spirit belong to the
kingdom.
The characteristic traits of
the child trustfulness, docility, teach.
ableness. obedience, are the indlspen
sable requisites for citizenship In the
kingdom of nod.
Annlysls and Key.
1. A Pictorial Parable.
Two sorts of worshipers made
to live before the reader.
One false, fruitless; other, true,
successful.
2. Pharisee:
"separatist."
before Deity.
Presumption and haughtiness.
Gross sins denied.
Active pieties affirmed.
3. Publican.
Comes with a purpose.
Penitent, Believing.
Depreciation; no palliation at
'
tempted.
No comparisons.
Hungers for righteousness.
Miserere transposed to halleju- -

nt

STEVENS & BOWYER, PROPS!?
213 West Railroad Ave.

Jah.

4.

5.

fined.

conclusion.
Jesus'
"I tell you." Kxlt of Pharisee
unnoted.
Publican goes "Justified."
The' Children's Gospel.
de- Spiritual status of child-lif- e
The Teacher's lantern.

The great Influx of pilgrim
vans to Jerusalem was probably the
Immediate suggestion of the parable.
Multitudes were going up to pray
Jesus pictures for all and for all time
the false and the true spirit of prayer.

Language of man cannot produce a
Here
are two
stronger antithesis.
Spiritual
portraits In one frame.
The
humility.
haughtiness. Penitent
one ugly in the extreme. Tile other
:
wonderfully engaging.

Why

Vij, Prop.

T. M.

216h S. Second Si

'
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best
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BUTTERNUT

CAKE

BREAD

in

TELEPHONE YOUR
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Special Rates to the West

BAKER

the city

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en
joy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San- Francisco and return, $45.00.
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, Tune, Tulv.
"
A
a
r
T1 . T? TIT TIJ
& i uiLii ngciu.
Augusti ami scpicmuer.

ORDERS

stop-over- s.

The Missouri Pacific R'y
ami Iron Mountain Route

-

Have at all times maintained
the best passenger service in the
South and West to points North
and East via St. Louis, and South
and Southeast via Memphis, and
points in these territories are best
reached via these lines.
SUPERIOR DINING CAR,
SLEEPER AND THROUGH
CHAIR CAR SERVICE.
Before taking your trip these lines'
facilities should be considered.
For information, see your local
ticket agent, or address
E. O. GRIFFIN
SOUTHWESTERN PA8 ENOER
AN ANTONIO,
GENERAL

of
How about our chun
Are their likenesses to bo found

,
AOENT.
OR

PAttENQER AND TICKET
T. LOUIS.
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AQENT,

A

1
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Automatic Phone 522.

Colorado Phone 59

W. J. PATTERSON
Livery and Boarding Stables
311-31-

H. C. TOWNSEN0,

..

In

We have the

not live

3

West Silver

A

rime.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ISFULLOF ODD ANDCURIOU3
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

this parable?

age-ol- d
contrast still maintains
It Is still
the conflict goes on.
"Works" and "Faith.'' The eftVrt to
merit heaven, to make God one's debtor, to pile up a surplus of good deeds
all this tends to pfde, complacency,
This "deadly doing" must be laid down, all down at
Jesus' feet.

The

A
1.

parallel

Rlhle-readtn-

g:

of the Pharisee:
"And the Pharisees also, who were
covetous, heard all these things: and
they derided Him. And He said unto
them, Ye are they Which justify yourselves before men,; but God knowetn
your hearts; for that which is highly
esteemed among vrni is abomination
In the sight of Owl."
(Luke xvl, H,
15)
.
The Character

'T

Why the Pharisee was unheard:
"But your iniquities have separated
between you ami your God, and your
sins have hid His face from yon, that
(Isa. lix, I.)
He will not hear."
2.

"And when ye spread forth your
hinds. I will hide mine eves from
you; yea, when ye make m my prayers I will not heir; vour hands are
full of blood." (Isa. 1, 15.)

The Humbling of the Proud:
the mean man shull he
brought down, and the mighty man
be
humbled,
and the eyes of the
shall
lofty shall be humbled."
(Isa. v, li.)

ibiÍHÜ.

3.

"And

God near to the Humble:
"For thus salth the high and lofty
One that Inhablteth eternity, whose
neme is Holy:
dwell In 111" high
and holy place, with him also that is
of a contrite ami humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble, and to
revive the heart of the mntrlie onw.''
(Isa. Ivil, 15.)
4.

CORONADO
TENT
CITY
CORONADO

1

God near the Penitent:
"The Lord Is nigh unto them that
are of a broken heart; and saves such
as be of a contrite spirit."
(i'sa.

BEACH. CALIFORNIA

A delightful

place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm Cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,

5.

xxlv, 18.)

ASK ANY

Exaltation of the Humble:
"When men are cast down, then
shall thou say, There is lifting up; and
He shall
save the bumble person." (Job xxii, !.)
8. The

loo

AGENT
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TO

I5he Future

VEjsjvy paklohs

FRENCH BAKERY!

e.

st

self-aband-

i

Railroad Center of

JSfeto

Mexico

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N M IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
MAIN
LINES
OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
THE
THE JUNCTION OF
AND
REPUBLIC
TEXAS,
THE
OF MEXICO.
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO,

The Helen Uobvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, right in the business
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business an Resience Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
Fe
Grounds,
Railway
&
Fe
is
Depot
Topeka
Company
Atchison,
The
Santa
directly
Santa
upon
the
and
city
now grading its extensive depot grounds
Railway
of
new
center the
freight
of
immense
and
its
to
traffic,
side
passenger
miles
70
of
mile
long
accomodate
(capacity
Harvey eating house, round house, coal
track)
wide
and a
yard limits 800 feet
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, an several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit In New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water b good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy, One third of purclub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
Title perfect an warranty deeds given,
may remain on not and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum,
chase money cash;
In
lots,
of
call
person
prices
and
lots
or
choice
to
particulars
wish
For
if
to
write
further
secure the
you
Come early
.
i
Are

70-fo- ot

up-tod-

two-thir-

ate

ds

1

v

i

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHfl BECJCJE. President

WM. M.

-BE-RGE-R.

Secretary

I

The albuuuerque morning journal, Saturday, august is, isoe.
Geo.

W. Hick'ox

T. Y. Meynerd

Ghe Hickox May nard

..... ..1

..

Company

Are Exclusive Representatives
Th (Jorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; Th Llbbejr Co.,
Artistic Cut Olam. and The W. A. Plckard
d
China
Karh In Ha lass, and appropriate for Wedding Olfts. Our stock of
Diamond -- "never before M complete." 'TI a good time for Inveat-aii'ii- t,
as Ulatuuiids are rapidly advancing In value.
v

...

..

-

...

.

ODD CHAIRS

I

ALBUQUERQUE

We place on sale a big assortment of odd
chairs at greatly reduced prices, among them
a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of

I

Clumbers

r

-

-

r

HARDWARTCQ

Hand-painte-

.

Leading Jeweler

New Mexico's

The A.rch Front

South Second Street

LOCAL 1TEMS0F INTEREST

JflVliN

WILL

CLOCK

BE ADDED

i',,,.i.

w.

or rielen Wa an
iMtnr )
blown, of Socorro, was

cque
C.

T.

We gladly show you our stock
leaving your own good judgment do the rest.

Hon,

Having given to Albuquerque its
handaomc public library, lion Joalt
na Ita.vnnldft is about In add to the
gift by placing a town clock in the
tower which Is soon lo he hiillt into
the roof of Uic htiildlng oh East RailConetdergble Improveroad avenue
ment! are lo he made In the library
bulMIng upon plans drawn by Architect K W Spencer. The roof in to he
raised and the clock tower built,
which will add materially to the ap- pearanee of tic. building
Mr Kay-i.III- - is t.i
donate tin- cluck which will
abotll till the tower,
Tin lock will stand tWfltlMMWQ fai i
from it- - base to the top of the dial
it - in eight-da- y
clock of Improve 1
design and one ot the lueal manufactured, There are four dials, so that
the hour may be readily told from any
side of the building, The clock Itseli
weigh aboul sou pounds nml
the
weight aboul Iifoe pounds, giving a
fair idea of the size ,,r the big timepiece
II
black Willi raised figur
is being of gold lea
Ilfurei ami
seen. And last, hut
ho a In he j.l
u'k will he at l tchetl
not least tin
to the big hell which has been use i
by Ule i il
as a CUrteW Dfll, and Wl'l
ring OUl the h nirs and half hours. A
Outlier heii will lie huugiin the curfew
lu ll toWCr Which Will lie set Up o lie
High sell. mi grounds.
rhi gift is míe which Albuquerque
v. ill tin. i ought) appi adato.

way to Denver.

Former Qowraor Miguel A. Otero
n turned to Swita Ke laat nlghl from
a btisincm trip to Cariled City, ivi-- .
Lquís McRiie and David Purr re-- ;
turned lo Albuquerque last iiíkIh from
h buaiwws ii r, in southern Coiorudo.
J, I'.. riah ami M. K. tlothenburger
of the Automatic Telephon compai
re
visitor ai Camp UleUcos 'ester- -

n

Hi. M- i- . I, .o,, aini Violet Bennett
ot i h,'. i. luqur Kge, are vlaiilng theh
attnt, lira. Kd. Johnson in Albuque,- Ulle.
if;-

I

i

Sehueixer of lh

t i :i

curio ile part men I return
nljfhi from a business trip

Karvej

!

laat
Ti Inidad.
I,,

Alten,

Blsbee, Arla,, ami
for m my y earn editor or the l.is Vi
git Optic, was a visitor In Albuquerft.

B. M. WILLIAMS
laa

of

que yesierilay.
Mr. and Mr, ,i. r.. Hayo luwe re- ii
turned
California,
southern
where they have been flatting ihe
teach,-tor several weeks.
AM. ni l Mrs. fleorg
V. Smith nml
ion, Mrs. Kni'i i,i trld daughter are
Hi..
p'e. now
Mhuqucrque
anions
HtOflpInK a I I 'a nip tlletti oe.
firs. II. Hint ii. Winston, or Ail..,. PRINTERS
,

DENTIST

Man-dell'-

The Only First

Class Billiard

cicnnlng. Pressing nml
Repairing Neatly Dona
Prices Reasonable
B S' T A
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Auto. Plim c

t) It

I
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Auto. Phone 321

S.

PARLORS

in the City.ü

N

1

Second

St

112 John Htreet

01

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWAKK CO.,
Agenta for Quick-Mesteel Range &
t.asoline StOVCS.
al

J. KLU YTENBERG
FUTE MERCHANT TAIXiOHINt;

Ii

BILLIARD

AND

PARLORS

A.

cheap Tables

or

llrokcn

Halls.

jPLUMBERSj

Props, Highland Livery
LIVERY & HOARDING

(

EVERYTHING)
l,AS,S AND

BUT
c

8TABLE

The "Sadie" ui soecial Rates on Week
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Straight

Days,

Pod
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TICKETS
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...í'
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Whitney Company

M. QC68AROFF. l'rwp.

AND

HARDWARE COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

BAMBR.00K BROS

R.R

DECLARE
M0YER IS A MARTYR

J1

Ciflce on Railroad avenue, over
between First and Second sts
Autoiiinllo I'lione 30

I

().

BRUNSWICK
POOL

i

i

...........

The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Lok at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will sec the chick make a
"Quick Meal' of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
sale is due to their merits to nothing else.

Railroad Avenue

eaee.a..a..

Joshua Raynolds Makes

Another Handsome Gift to
DR.
the City of Albuquerque.

JltouniM K ill hay returned to the
city I mm an extended busiucss trip
in the eat.
V k Ranter, of tin- gti
",yi k. left yea;rnl;i for a
hi
! sts
in NY v. port.
Charlea Hunt, of Kl P.tuo, irus tu
Albuquerque yesterday foi an houi on

Man

ALBERT FABER

;

308-31- 0

last night.

lii

TO

IE

I

u

vtaBW in Albuquerque yesterday.
Hon. Wt B. Chllders la spending Ihe
ueek end at his coitaga on the ftcos.
Jan m ' Mi N'.iry. editor of the Las
Vi j is ttptlc, arrived in Albuquerque

J

jLií?J!l5l
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per cent.
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20 to 50

WEATHER FORECAST.
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EXCHANGED BARNETT BLOG.
fiiiHiK ile- Ladle of
107 S. 2nd, St.
the tii .ml Ami) of He. Kupublle 't
In- en, anipmcul
In Mimic ipolis.
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DIAMONDS
Our prices are RIGHT.
When bought right are a goon Investment
We Invito you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we am
offering, Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mail orden receive
prompt attention.

EVER1TT,

LUMBER!

THE LEAPING JEWELER
Railroad Avenue

11

Sash, Doors, Gl&sSr Cement
ANB HEX

FUN Ik t) IE

I

BOO F) Mi.

"DIAMOND
EDGE" TOOLS
Arc the favorite tools of good workmen. Their all around goodness has
made them so, and all who ever used
them swear by them. You can't use
any other kind if you want to do the
belt work.
CHISEIS,
GIMLETS,
BITS.

ALBUQVERQVE L VMBER CO
First Street

1 Ma.rqjetie

Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Méjico

HATCHETS,

sawa.

tuts.

HARDWARE
RANCH SUPPLIES AND
CROCKERY
Full Line of
D. E.

Tools and Cutlery

High Grade Enamel Ware

Stoves and Ranges

j
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Phones:

Auto. 546; Colo. 74

